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Jones Named
Kenan Prof.

Former President
Ford to Spend
Day at Trinity

by David Walker
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Distinguished social his'torian
and author Peter d'a. Jones has
been named William R. Kenan
Professor of American Institutions
and Values at Trinity.
Jones, a professor of history at
the University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle (UICC), was
chosen following a lengthy search
by a faculty committee appointed
last summer. The new faculty
. position will be a joint appointment
in the American Studies program
and the academic department of
the incumbent's specialty, in Jones'
case, history.
The announcement of the
$750,000 grant by. the William R.
Kenan, Jr. Charitable Trust of New
York for an endowed professional
chair in American Institutions and
Values was first made by President
Lockwood at last year's commencement ceremonies.
Over the summer, a selection
committee was appointed by
President Lockwood to seek out
qualified applicants. Chaired by
Professor Edward Sloan of the
History
department,
other
merab -rs of the committee were
Director of the American Studies
i, Ciene Leach; Associate
hssot offceugiort, Frank KirkparticV; and Associate Professor of
English, and Intercuitural Studies, James Miller.
The committee developed a brief
description ol the position which
was then placed in the appropriate
academic journals. Over the course
of the summer, eighty applicants
were heard from. Sloan said, "Most
of the people who applied were
fairly senior ... it was our assumption that whoever we brought in
would be well-known."
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AB to Sponsor Visit
partisan," nonprofit, publicly
supported
educational
and
research organization.
Former President Gerald R.
Ford has also participated in
Ford will speak with students on seminars on public policy issues
international and national affairs, with AEI scholars at AEI
politics and recent American headquarters in Washington, D.C,
history during a visit to Trinity on spoken at AEI-sponsored conMay 1. The former President's visit ferences, and in 1977 as first
is being sponsored by the recipient of AEI's Francis Bayer
economics, history and political Award, gave the first annual
science departments in con- Francis Boyer Lecture on Public
junction with the American En- .Policy. The lecture, named after
terprise Institute for Public Policy the late board chairman of the
Research. Ford is a Distinguished Smithline
Corporation, '
is
fellow of the Institute.
presented annually in Washington
by an "eminent thinker who has
During his day on campus, Ford developed notable insights on one
will have breakfast with students, or more aspects of the relationship
attend classes, lunch with Hartford between the nation's private and ,
community leaders, hold a press public sectors."
conference and deliver a speech
Former President Ford .served as
open to the whole campus.
a congressman from the Fifth
Ford, who was named AEI's District in Michigan from 1948
Dialing ukhed Fellow in 1977, visits until 1973. In October 1973 he was
approximately ten college's each appointed by former President
year
under
the
Institute's Richard Nixon to repiace Spiro
auspices.
The
Institute's Agnew as Vice President. Ford
Academic Outreach program is " succeeded^ to the presidency upon
designed to focus attention on Nixon's resignation in August 1974.
public policy issues. AFJ is a non- He was defeated for reelection in
1976 by Jimmy Carter.
After his visit to Trinity, Ford
will travel to Hanover, New
Hampshire for another Academic
Out reach program at Dartmouth
College. Ford has also visited the
speak on the images of black University of Michigan where he is
women in advertising as well as the an adjunct professor of political
position of blacks in the business science, the University of Penncommunity.
Her talk, co- sylvania, Yale University, UCLA,
University,
sponsored by the Women's Center, USC,BuckneIl
will be at 3 p.m., Sunday, April 20, University of Virginia, and several
j other colleges and universities ••
in McCook Auditorium,
Two short African films will be around the United States,
cont. on p. 4
by Steven Elmendorf

AP w»C' photo coiirtftv'of the Hartford Courant

Former President Gerald R. Ford will visit Trinity on May 1.

Surviving the 80's" Theme
of TCB's Black Celebration
by Alan Levine
and Robin Ehrlich
The week of April 17-24 has been
designated by the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks "Sherehe Eusi...A Black
Celebration." The theme of the
celebration is "Surviving the '80's
and the week-long schedule of'
events is meant to'"commemorate
the very survival of Black people
despite the unrelenting efforts of
our oppressors."
Highlights of the week will include films-African, documentary
and musical, lectures on genetics
and business and a semi-formal
cabaret,
The Executive Committee of
TCB . which is organizing the
celebration includes Carmealerte
Smith, Jamaal Kantey, Don
Jackson, Patrick Lyle, Iha jSoares,
TraceyKimber and Melanie Hines.
Part of their goal is to educate the
community, including blacks and
whites, bring about an awareness of
the different values of the two
cultures, and "diminish alienation
by bringing about understanding."
TCB is hoping to attract many
people to its events from the
Hartford
community,
but
especially from Trinity. The
organization has not been satisfied
with turn-outs in past years, and
has had better luck attracting
members of the Hartford community than the college community.

By the start of the fall, the;
committee had narrowed down the
list to six. During the course of the
fall, all six applicants were brought
to campus for an opportunity to
meet the committee, view Trinity,
and make presentations to small
groups of faculty and graduate
students from whom feedback was
solicited from the committee.
Sloan said, "The committee
spent a long time deliberating ... we
brought Jones back a second time
and made an offer in January."
Jones' accepted the position oh
February 1.
Born in Hull, Yorkshire, England
into a British Theater family, Jones
received his B.A. and M.A. degrees
from Manchester University and
his Ph.D. from the London School
of Economics and Political Science
at London University.
Prior to joining the faculty of
UICC in 1968, Jones taught at
Manchester University, Tulane
University and Smith College from
i960 to 1968, lastly as professor of
history,
While at UICC, Jones was involved with exchange programs
abroad. He v/as served as visiting
professor at the University of
Warsaw and as Gastprofessor at .
the University of Dusseldorf in
Germany, in addition to initiating
an ongoing exchange .program
On the first day of the celebracont. on p. 2
tion, Thursday, April 17, TCB will

show the radical documentary,
"Blacks Britanica," which focuses
on the racist situation in England.
It_also shows the militancy of the
bfack community there. The film,
which has been banned in England
and on national television in the
United States, will be presented at
8p.m. in Life Sciences Auditorium
The following night, Dr. Richard
Goldsby, associate professor of
biology at Yale, will discuss "Race
and Intelligence." Goldsby, a
doctor
of chemistry and
mic: abiology, will answer the
question, "Is the color of one's skin
an indicator of his intelligence?"
Admission is free to this lecture at
8 p.m. in Life Sciences Auditorium.
Mather Campus Center Dining
Hall will be the location vof a party
" to be held at 9 p.m. on Saturday,
April 19. Professional' models will
first show fashions from the
Broadway
musical,
Ain't
Misbehavin'. Disc jockeys from
Hartford, New York and Boston
will be featured at the semi-formal
cabaret which follows. The event is
BY OB with mixers and refreshments provided, and a $3 admission
fee is required. An "after party"
will follow in the Black Cultural
Center at 110 Vernon Street and
will continue until dawn.
Caroline Jones, Vice President
and Creative Director of Mingo,
Jones, Guilmenot, Inc., a major
New York advertising firm that
offers services to the general and
black consumer markets, will

Student Kflied in
Auto Accident
Jeffrey Granfield, a member of
the class of '80, died suddenly on
April 7, in a one car accident in
Stamford, Connecticut.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Granfield of New Canaan, Connecticut, Granfield, 22, was born in
San Francisco. He graduated from
Storm King School in Cornwall,
New. York in 1976. As part of his
education he attended the Institute

of European Study in London and
was enrolled in the Minnesota
Outward Bound Program. While a
Trinity student, Granfield was a
member of the freshman crew
team, a front desk worker, and a
Saga employee.
Funeral services were held on
April 12, at the First Presbyterian
Church in New Canaan.
•
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American Studies to
Benefit from New Prof.

An evening of literary and artistic creativity was sponsored Thursday
fraternity.

lifestyles, crime, popular culture
cont. from D. 1
and urban theories." During the
between Finnish universities and
fall, Jones will also teach History
UICC. Jones has also served as
325, Selected Topics in American
visiting professor in this country at
History: Race Nationality l n
the University of Massachusetts at
American History. For the Trinity
Amherst, Hartford College for
Term, Jones will offer two courses:
Women, Columbia University and
American Studies 502. Selected
the University of Hawaii.
In addition to his involvement in Topics in American Studies:
exchange programs abroad, Jones Ethnic Groups in Modern Cities has been an American Specialist and History 325 (2) Selected Topics
lecturer for the State Department in American History Section A;
many times and a frequent USIA American Social Thought and
speaker and organizer of symposia. Policy.
Reactions from both the
His American Specialist lecture
work has included a 1976 'round American Studies program and the
the world tour, and six separate History department were entours to Europe, the Middle East, thusiastic about Jones' arrival in
the South Pacific and South the Fall. Said Edward Sloan, "We
America. Said Gene Leach, "He is are abviously delighted to appoint
probably one of the most visible such a distinguished man ... he
Americans on the lecture circuit brings ; great strength both to my
department as well as to the
abroad."
Over the years, Jones has American Studies Program."
authored
numerous chapters in Noting Jones' experience at Smith
I I 1 i Ah Ir
books as well as reviews and essays and Hartford College for Women,
night by the Alpha Delta Phi
in leading academic journals and Sloan said, "I think it's helpful to
other publications. He was the first have someone like him who is
British scholar to write a textbook familiar with New England
on United States economic history, colleges." Sloan continued, "I think
and was the founder member of the that because he is an Englishman
British Association for American he brings different and perhaps
studies and the, Social Historical broader cultural perspective in the
Society, an international group manner of American Cultural
came a final draft of ratings that
Studies."
established in Britian.
•
was posted this week.
Speaking about
American
Among the books published by
Although the new rating system
Studies at Trinity and Jones' apJones
to
date
are:
The
Consumer
did not cause many big reforms in
pointment, Gene Leach, who heads
the dorm ratings, there were some Society; The Christian Socialist the American Studies program,
Revival, 1877-1914; Religion, Class
notable changes, 'For example, and Social Conscience In Late said, "American Studies is five
students felt that, as a result oi Victorian Britian; Since Colum- years old here ... and I can't say it's
recent renovations, Allen East and bus: Pluralism and Poverty in the a small program; it's the seventh
West quads were worthy of a B History of the Americas; The largest major, although we are a
rating instead of the D rating that U.S.A.: A History of its People and program. At present, there are
they received last year. Also, its Society; and The Ethnic about forty-five undergraduates in
students-""thought that South Frontier: Group Survival in the three classes." Leach conCampus quads were more Chicago and the Midwest.
tinued, "We've always been
desirable than South: Campus
slenderly staffed ... for the first
Among several works in progress
singles.
three y^ars r the program operated
by Jones are: The Ethnic Frontier,
The week that the survey results
with two"
^ffy-^K^^^i'mdnie
Vol. II; The Biographical
were posted, the S.G.A. Advisory
faculty member ... tile greaiesl
Dictionary of American Mayors,
Board held hearings to air students'
thing Peter Jones will do for the
1820-1980; The Mayor: Richard J.
opinions.
program is finally give it adequate
Daley, His Life and Times; and
staffing ... he will enable us to do a
The new ratings, although
selections from Godey's Lady's
lot of things that we haven't been
strictly subjective, appear to be
Book.
able to do before." An example
more credible than past rating
Jones w i l l . b e offering five
Leach gave of this was American
because they reflect student
courses during the academic year
Studies 201 which, according to
opinion. "The project started with
1980-1981. For 'the Christmas
Leach, fof the first time will "open
student input arid ended with
Term, he will offer American
up American Studies to the rest of
student input." says Dow, "Any
Studies 201 (cross listed as History
the student body (non-majors). I'm
changes I see are for the better."
211) Cultural History of the United
hoping that American Studies 201
States:American Culture and
will be a particularly good general
Society Since the Gilded Age;
education course."
American Studies 401: CoUoquiem
Noting that the past emphasis of
for Senior Majors. "The senior
Trinity
American Studies had been
CoUoquiem will make an intense
study of twentieth century urban upon artists and intellectuals,
America, covering such topics as Leach said, "Jones' emphasis has
immigration and ethnicity ... urban been American society ... and we
need that."

New Dormitory Rating System
Based on Student Input
by Robert Marksteln
and Franklin Kasmin
Beginning this week. Trinity
College's Office of Residential
Services wilt initiate its new
dormitory rating system for the
1980-81 residence selection process. . Significant changes have
taken place in the process this year,
with the emphasis being placed on
equity.
In the past, each dormitory's
rating was arrived at by averagingthe occunahts' orevious lottery
numbers. It was assumed, then,
that: a poorly rated dormitory
would remain poorly rated because
sophomores with low numbers
would occupy the dormitory. A
problem arose with this system,
however, as rising juniors with
good numbers picked poorer
dormitories in the hopes of getting
excellent rooms for their senior
year. This inadvertently raised the
average lottery value of some of
the poor dormitories, and these

dorms received better ratings than
they normally would
have
received. The result was that rising
juniors did not get the low numbers
that they should have gotten, and
the rating system lost its accuracy.
The new system solves this
problem by establishing "permanent" ratings for each dorm. In
response to housing demonstrations held last year by students,
a Housing Advisory Committee
was sanctioned by the S.G.A. This
committee took responsibility fof
the preparation, distribution, and
evaluation of a survey given to all
students. The 800 responses to the
survey resulted in a eight-point
(A + , A-, B + , B-, etc.) rating
system, totally based upon student
feeling about each dormitory.
The S.G.A. presented this rating
schedule to Tina Dow, Director of
Residential Services. After some
discussion, both parties agreedthat
the ratings should be changed to a
full twelve-point system. From this
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Child's Discourse Advocates
Revamping of Guidelines Program
by Megan White
As one of four members of the
faculty asked by President Lockwood to present his views on
Trinity's curriculum, Dr. Frank
Child, Professor of Biology,
recently submitted a paper entitled
"C confessions of a CurriculumWatcher." Child points to the
Guideline Program, which was
established as a,result of the 1968
Curriculum Review in an effort to
promote the broad education of
Trinity students, as the major area
of the curriculum needing improvement.

further the cooperation of faculty
members in working together on
guideline courses. Child -does
suggest, however, that perhaps the
Guidelines Program needs a
director, such as that employed by
the Freshman Seminar Program.

According to the final report ofthe C urriculum Review Committee
in 1969, the non-major aspect of
the curriculum deals with the
"problem of linking a student's
interests and energies to some
appropriate subject matter" and
the problem is met through the.
Freshman Seminar Program and a
set of Non-Major Guidelines. The
Committee stated that the
rationale for the Guidelines is to
"demonstrate to the student that
his personal interests and private
attachments are bound up with a
larger world of human culture, science, technology, and social and
political institutipns." In order to
meet the criteria of a liberally
educated person, every student,
according to the College
Catalogue, should possess competence in areas described by each
of the four G.uidelines: Language
and Other Symbolic Systems,
' Man's Interaction'with the Natural
World, Man's Social Institutions,
and Forms of Culture.
.. , . corjcjing to Child, the
Guidelines' Prograrii " has not
received adequate development,
and its listing in the 1980 Catalogue
is devoid of a course list, which was
present in previous" years. In
referring to the Guidelines
Program, Child stated, "In my view
it has become an empty area, a- •
paper place. Some have called it a
wallpaper." Child notes that some
courses have been successful in
meeting the criteria of guideline
courses, but that many important
areas have not been touched upon
in the course offerings. He points
to the need for a course that would
deal with the issues and problems
associated with the growing
computerism of science and
society, and for another which
would bring politics and public
policy into the curriculum.
Asserted Child, "We do not lack
faculty, or departments, or concerned students. We do not lack
commitment in this respect, at least
as I interpret the Open
Curriculum." What Child suggests
is needed is 'a mechanism that
would promote trial and variation,
and encourage selection of the best
courses, and "weeps not for the
failures, nor frets for the risks in
the failure."
Improving the Open Curriculum
by strengthening the Guidelines
Program, noted. Child, .is a
"complex task." He stated that the
"Open" Curriculum needs a
mechanism-a way of working, that
has more of the properties found in
the gardener's way, more of the
properties now known to function
in the control and regulation of
the individuals and member species
in a major ecological community."
However, Child claims that the
assignment of FTE (Full-Time
Equivalent) to the problem would
be unsuccessful, as it provides no

In another thrust of his essay,
Child asserted that although part of
the work of the College involves
the Open Curriculum, another part
of the work is the Non-Curriculum.
He stated, "The whole essence of a
small residential college is the
interaction that occurs among the
faculty and the students ... I am nbt
one
who
claims
that
CURRICULUM is the name of the
game-that the goal for the student
is to win the DEGREE." Rather,
Child accorded "What one learns
to love" above these two parts on
the College's work spectrum. He
claims that the College and student
are both" doing the right thing" if a
student is able to possess the
opportunity and guidance to
determine what activities he loves.
Yet Child admits that most of the
focus is placed on the curriculum
rather than on what students learn
or learn to love as the curriculum is
much more tangible
and
manageable through the efforts of
the faculty. Other components of
college life are more difficult to
influence, and, said Child, "What a
student really learns to love
perhaps only time can tell."
In Child's opinion, the Open
C urriculum is working well, having
been stabilized and consolidated
since 1968. He notes that it is a
difficult curriculum to maintain
however, for, "the fact that it can
be perceived as having no

requirements (which is false) does
not mean that students treat their
selection of courses as a romp
through the daisies, or that faculty
are free to teach whatever they
damn-well please. The pressures
and constraints on each are
enormous."
The curriculum has been lending
itself to "evolutionary change",
stated Child, and so does not
require full scale reform, although
it could use some improvement. He
added that he has seen some
retrogressive
evolution
in
curriculum at Trinity, and at
hundreds of other colleges as well.
As examples, he pointed to the
disappearance of geology courses
and the reduction of the Department of Education. Child also
confessed that he was worried that
the cutting of the faculty size to
135.0 FTE may be retrogressive,
and added that he J'pities the
faculty which commanded its
committee to kill yet another half
FTE, rather than rounding off
135.5 down to 135."
In conclusion, Child stated," I
confess that for the most part I like
what I see." However, he does
perceive that there is room for
improvement, especially in the
Guidelines Program. In addition,
Child would like to see a new type
of process enacted that Would
improve the curriculum and which
would be characterized as attending to course variety and
continuity of the program;'
guarding against retrogression; and
involving the budgeting of "time,
effort, and value that is based on
collegial common sense, not on
I bureaucratic whimsy."
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The installation of new boilers in the College's heating plant is
underway. The new boilers will be eonvertable to either oil or
natural gas.
'

Former Commerce Secretary
to Deliver Mead Lecture
by Margaret Henderson'
Juanita kreps, former United
States Secretary of Commerce in
the Carter administration, will
deliver the Mead Lecture in
Economics tomorrow evening,
April 16, in Boyer Auditorium at
8:15 p.m. Her topic will be
"Economics: A Discipline in
Disarray?"
According to Professor Ward S.
Curran, Chairman of
the

Economics Department, he has
P e n t almost two years trying to
secure Kreps to deliver the lecture.
Curran first contacted her in June
of 1978 while she was Secretary of
Commerce, a post which she held
from January, 1977 to December,
1979. Kreps was not available for
an earlier date as her duties in the
Commerce Department place her
at the discretionary call of
President Carter.

s

As the holder of a Ph.D. in
economics, current Vice President
of Duke University, and the author
of an economics textbook, Kreps
"presents attractive credentials
which stand out in a field where
only 7 percent, are women. Kreps
has served as Vice President of
Duke, where she obtained her Ph.resulted in the amputation of both D., since 1973, having previously
his legs. This experience disen- taught there as the James B. Duke
chanted Rpn with the idea of being Professor of Economics. She was a
a war hero. Says Rubin, "He lost member of Phi Beta Kappa, and
his legs because the country had has received many honorary
lied to him." He v warns his degrees from colleges and'
audience against a similar naivete, universities.

Rebirth of Marxism in 8Q's

Calls 60's Time of 'Magical Transformation'
Considers Imprisonment an Important Part of Learning
by Sarah Jane Nelson
After having experienced various
transportation problems Thursday
night, Jerry Rubin, self-proclaimed
prophet and man of the sixties,
finally arrived on Trinity campus.
At 9:45 there was still a small
crowd eagerly awaiting Rubin's
talk.
.
.'; ..,
Rubin was an active anti-war
demonstrator in the sixties, but still
found time to graduate from the
University of California at Berkeley. At 34 years of age, Rubin
now supports himself by writing
books on sex, acting as a literary
agent,' and pursuing entrepreneurial projects. He also makes a
living by lecturing but he hopes to
cut his lecture schedule in half.
What proved to be most interesting about Rubin's lecture, was not
so much his first-hand accounts of
history as it occurred during the
Vietnam days, but the various .
interpretations .he gives to these
experiences with which he was
intimately involved.
Rubin expressed a certain discomfiture with his contemporary
audiences. He explained that in the
sixties, when he spoke to people,
the more sympathetic listeners
would sit towards the front smoking marijuana, whereas today's
audiences are much harder to read.

expressed alarm at the possibility
of war with Iran. As a solution to
this crisis he said, "The U.S.
should apologize. This takes
strength. But the U.S. should say,
you give us back the prisoners, and
we'll give you "Ayatollah Kissinger!"
Why should the U.S. apologize?
Because it has manipulated Iran
into serving as a military outpost
for Cold War against the Soviets.
Rubin feels an irony in this
domination for he holds the belief
that America is the Soviet Union's
number one ally. He also sees an
element of hypocrisy in the fact
that the America founded on a
revolution has now "betrayed its
tradition by becoming a counterrevolutionary power."
Rubin's' lecture then took on a
temporarily lighter note as he
launched on a tirade about the
sixties. After defining the sixties as
a "time of magical transformations
. . .when hair grew faster," he
discussed one technique of antiwar demonstrating. Rubin advocated burning photostatic copies of
draft cards, "not in the privacy of
your bathroom, but where the
media is watching," getting arrested, ("everyone-should spend a
day or two in jail."), and dragging
out your trial mercilessly.

However, Rubin is confident
Rubin's " tone became highly
with his role as a prophet. He
grasped the attention of the moralistic as he told his parable of
audience by saying: "I'm psychic Ron who wanted to be a war hero.
— movie "Coming
— o Home" .-is
so I can predict each decade." He The
quickly dismissed the seventies as based on Ron's story. In trying to
informality, has "nothing to do with being relatively uneventful. Pro- rescue a friend on the battle field.
money- «or« time"- and- would not ceeding to the eighties, Rubin he received a serious* wound-which

Rubin had a great deal to say on
the subject of activism. He spent
five years in jail, for "the intention
of causing a riot.'* he drolly
proclaimed. But he has no regrets
concerning his confinement. "I was
greatful to the government for
giving me free room and-board,"
He considers imprisonment an
important part of learning.

Kreps has served in "various
economic and public capacities,
such as President of the Southern
Economics Association, Chairman
of the Commission on Academic
Affairs of the American Council of
Education, and Vice President qf
the Gerontological Society, amony
others. Since leaving the Commerce Department, she has
rejoined the boards of the New
"You've got
,, to get
,, , ,an education
,. „ n ...in York Stock Exchange, J. C.
r
spite
of
co
ege.
Most
ot
all
Rubin
„
_
.,
D r '
F
e
felt that this showed that.he was Penney Company, R. J. Reynolds
having an effect on government. Industries, Eastman Kodak, UAL,
This belief in the effectiveness of Inc., and American Telephone and
demonstrations is dead today. "It Telegraph.
has been smashed out of us." He The former Secretary of
,.
,
...
.
„±i Commerce resides in North
bames the resu ting6 apathy
_ ..
.\ .
, , , „
* J ofof the
people on the influence
the .Carolina with her husband, Dr.
Clifton
H.
Kreps,
Jr.
They have
media.
three grown children.
Moving into the seventies once T h e M e a d . L e c t u r e h a s b e e n
again, Rubin said that it may, turn d e i i v e r e d a n n u a i i y s i n c e 1951. In
out to be one of the most significant M s will _ G e o r g e j . M e a d
decades (an odd contradiction to established a fund for lectures in
his first statement) dye to the t h e e c o n o m i c S i history and
success of the Women's Liberation p o l i t i c a l s c i e n c e departments.
Movement. "Now's the time for E c o n o m i c s lecturers in the past
men to relax, to let go of their false five y e a r s m c l u d e d P a u l VacAvoy
images . . . Basically we're all the o f y a l e i w h o s p o k e i a s t y e a r .
same anyway."
Dwight Perkins from Harvard:
Rubin's solution to inflation was Nancy Teeters, now with the
reminiscent of the "take from the Federal Reserve; Walter Heller of
rich and give to the poor" ideology. t n e University of Minnesota; and.:
Yalev
He feels that we should all share James Tobin, also from„ . ,.
Curran ho es that
r
wealth.
Rubin
joyfully
prophe-.
P
Lionel
KODDHIS
0U
sized 'The 1980's is going to see of the London School of
Economics will speak next year.
the rebirth of Marxism."
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SGA Buys Station
Wagon to Replace Van
booklet over the Spring Break. She
sarcastically stated, "thanks to
everyone who didn't help",
referring to those who had said
they would help but then didn't.
The booklet will only be about
forty pages long due to the lack of
response from the course surveys.
The S.G.A. is considering making
it mandatory for students to
complete the surveys before being
allowed to pre-register.
Gavin Reardon, representing the
Constitutions Committee,- announ.ced that the Committee
rejected the constitutions submitted by the Frisbee Club and the
Photography Club. According to
Reardon, the constitutions of these
clubs were not written within the
Committee's standards.
On May 5, the S.G.A. will hear
all Budget Committee appeals. The
next S.G.A. meeting will be
Monday, April 28, at 10:00 p.m.
and will be a "Meet the S.G.A.".
night.

by Sharon Ann Simoni
The agenda of the Student
Government Association meeting
of April 7, included discussion of
the new student station wagon and
the "Course Evaluations Booklet."
The meeting was only fifteen
minutes long and many representatives were not present.
According. to David Clark, a
member of the Transportation
Committee, the new student
station wagon is a silver Volare,
and will cost 2,950 dollars. The
Committee has already placed a
down payment of 200 dollars on the
station wagon. The Committee
must still work out the rental rates
for the car and set guidelines for its
use. The student station wagon will
be available for student use in "a
couple of weeks" according to
Michael Huebsch.
Sandra Smith, editor of the new
Course Evaluations Booklet
worked hard to complete the

Black Week Set
for April 17-24
;

defense of a native tribesman
cont. from p. I
shown on Monday, April 20 at 7:30 accused of murder.
The concluding events of
p.m. in the Black Cultural Center.
Fincho is a documentary drama "Sherehe Eusi" will be a showing of
filmed in Nigeria, concarning the the recent movie The Wiz at 7:30
problems of industrialization and p.m:, Wednesday, April 23 in
McCook Auditorium and a series
modernization in emerging African
of student performances in Wean
nation.
Lounge at 8 p.m., Thursday. April
Dlngaka is a study in contrasts in
24, Admission will be SI .50 for The
modern Africa. It is a story,of a
Wlz.
successful Johannesburg lawyer's

II11AM) UKTOEUROPE

BIG BIRD
LOW FARE

WRTC Program Guide
WAKE-UPJAZZ
6 a.m. -9 a.m.
From six to nine every weekday
morning, WRTC airs WAKE-UP
JAZZ. We try to offer an alternative to the mundane commercial
rock programs which tend to
corrode the ear and mind. The
early morning programs cover the
spectrum of traditional, Be-Bop,
and more contemporary artists —
from the likes of Bessie Smith and
Louis Armstrong to Chick Corea
and Weather Report. Requests are
always welcomed by the entire jazz
staff— feel free to give a call. Each
WAKE-UP JAZZ program features
regular reports of the latest news,
weather and sports at convenient
breaks during the program. Let our
early morning D.J.'s — Paul
Sperry; Mark Eckel, Bill Low, arid
Barry Bergquist — wake you up to
the soothing sound of jazz rather
than the heavy beat of rock-androll.

AFTERNOON CLASSICS
Noon -3 p.m.
Each weekday WRTC is pleased
to present the best in classical
music with, among others, David
Zachon, Sally DeSipio and Bill
Paine, and on Sundays a special
four-hour offering from three to
seven with your host Tom
Kazmarchyk. Our programming
tries to offer a more electric range
of classical music, from the earliest
Gregorian chants to the experimental sounds of John Cage.
Sometimes the music explored
cannot be heard on commercial
classical stations. Whether it features music from Japan, an Oceanic improvisation, or a Beethoven
sonata, every classical show can be
a learning experience for the

adventurous ear. Requests during
classical programming are not the
rule, but every call is welcomed.
AFTERNOON JAZZ

3p.m. -6p.m.
This is the fundamental change
in our programming from last year,
as WRTC introduces AFTERNOON
JAZZ. As an alternative radio
station, WRTC feels by.replacing
rock with a three-hour jazz program
our listening audience is better
served. We therefore have expand-

MORNING ROCK
9 a.m. - Noon
At nine a.m. WRTC moves over
to the more popular form of rock,
ranging from the sixties sounds of
San Francisco with Anita M.
leading the way, to Paul Canning's
popular New Wave show each
Tuesday morning. Join Anita,
Paul, and the rest of the rock crew
I'.from nine to twelve every weekday.

[Morning
Jazz •''
6-9 AM

ed Jazz programming fifteen hours
a week. Let our Afternoon Jazz
hosts — Dan Meyer, Joe Tucker,

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Mark
Eckel

Paul
Sperry

Mike
Crispino

Bill
Low

Barry
Bergquist

Daniel
Bershtein

TBA
6-8

Josh
Feingold

Paul
Canning

Anita
Mirani

Julie
Wolcott

Bruce
Mitchell

Afternoon
Classics
12-3 PM

Eric
Gaydosh

David
Zachon

Dave
King

Sally
Desipio

Afternoon
Jazz
3-6 PM

Dan
Meyer

Joe
Tucker

Kary
Youngdahl

Dave
Conwell

Confirmed reservations* free wine with dinner, cognac after •
no restrictions on stays to 1 yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid
fromr.S.-from March 10 thru May 14, 1980. All schedules and
prices subject to changcand government approval. Purchase
tickers in the l".S.
, •
See your travel agent or write Dept. #CN
icelancJair P.O. ,B"X 105,
• . '
West Hemp.stead, NY 11552.
Call-in NYC, 757-8585; elsewhere, call 800-555-1212 for the
toll-free number in your area.
>
Please send me: D An Icelandair flight timetable,
n Your European Vacations brochure.
Nnmf'
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Thought
Power
10-2 AM

Pat
Wilbur

; s St;iU your best value to Europe

Polka
Party
12-3,

Amplitude
8-12
Tony
Magno
12-3

Warner
Forbes

Classical
3-7

Dave
Chack
7-10

Michael
Clare •
7-10

Donna
Irish/
Mr. G

Roberto
Rosario

Warner
Forbes

Maurice
Robertson,
Martin
Hamilton

Ray
Perkins
10-2

Van
Johnson

Ernest
Johnson

Sam
Simpkins/
Frank
Valdinato

Martin
Hamilton

Gary
Kalinsky.

If he'd only asked. You see, that's what counselors
are for. They can help you plan your career before
you graduate. Which is precisely the topic of dur
'next issue of "Insider"—the free supplement to your
college newspaper from Ford.
We'll tell you how counselors can help take the
mystery out of planning a successful career. By
figuring out what you're best suiteclior... and then
helping you go after it. Success doesn't have to '
, be a big secret—jf you plan it right.
„'
And while you're checking out the next issue of
"Insider," be sure to check out Ford's exciting
lineup for 1980. They've got some great ideas f o r
getting you wherever you're going, in style.

"Insider"-F©rd's continuing series of
college newspaper supplements is coming
next week. LOOK for it.

FORD
FORD DIVISION

Tom
Kazmachyk

Oldies
3-7

Reynolds
Bob
Ondeardonk Jones

Dave

Smith/
Jamal
:
Kantey

Paul
B

Andy
Taylor

Chris
Hillcoat

Zip

ICELANDAIR

Brick
Fisher

6-7 PM Que Pasa
Alien
Rock
7-10 PM

U s counselor
could ho¥e helped®

No restrictions

Bill
Paine

Amplitude
8-12

' * _ » • > - * • -

- John Carpenter.
COPIdrft decide between
Marine Biology'
dL
Koundtrip
from Chicago
to Luxembourg

EVENING ROCK AND JAZZ
FOR ALIENS
7p.m. - 10p.m.
ALIEN ROCK is certainly dtffeent fare for the radio. WRTC has
been featuring progressive rock
and jazz from Europe and the U.S.
underground for more than six
years now, and the Hartford area
rapidly is becoming known as a
very receptive audience to such
music. Seven days a week, between
seven and ten p.m., the aliens at
WRTC keep you abreast of what's
"new" (and not so new) in New
Wave, avant-garde jazz, electronics, and experimental rock music
from around the world. Tune your
reC eptors to WRTC's ALIEN pro
ggramming,
ramm;ngi
oone
n e oof
f t hthe
e
freshes
formats in radio today.

6-8

Morning
Rock
9-12 N

Thought
Power
2-6 AM

RmnHlin|! from
New York
to Luxembourg

Katy Youngdahl, Dave Conwell
and the inimitable Brick Fisher —
gently guide you through thos.
rough afternoon hours.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Saturday & Sunday
Portuguese — Saturday anc)
Sunday, 8 a.m. to Noon WRTC
broadcasts AMPLITUDE, a p r o .
gram by and for the Portugues
community. Music, news and com
munity events are featured.
Italian — Sunday, Noon fo 3
p.m., Italian D.J., Tony Magno,
hosts a program completely
Italian, along with the most popular
songs in Italy today.

Captain
Talfb .
40-2
/an
Johnson
2-6
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Hartford
CETC: Educational Opportunities Abound

by Joseph McAleer
This is the second section of a was much difficulty at the time in
two-part article dealing with Con- obtaining space on the FM radio
band for CPR, due to the enornecticut Public Broadcasting.
mous number of FM stations in the
area. As a result, with the approval
of the Board of Trustees, Smith
approached the station manager of
WRTC-FM, Trinity's radio station,
At approximately three o'clock
and offered him to go into a joint
on a Sunday afternoon, Trinity enterprise with the CETC. WRTC
intern Sam Rogers, seated at the has a strong broadcast signal in the
master control console of Con- Hartford area, so Smith czme up
necticut Public Radio network, with the idea of a merger to create
broadcasts a tone, indicating that CPR out of WRTC. Alas, the
the Westar I satellite is transmitting station manager turned Smith
a program. Rogers hits a button on down, and in retrospect Smith feels
the console, and a video tape WRTC made the right decision.
machine is activated, recording the Clearly, a partnership with CPR
program, International Concert
would have meant a back-seat
Hall, for a later broadcast.
position for WRTC-FM.
Yes, CPR utilizes a satellite
When the Federal Corndistribution program, like CPTV. munications Commission finally
That large dish antenna in their
approved CPR's application and
parking lot, which created much
granted them space on the FM dial,
curiosity among the Trinity pop- WPBH-FM began broadcasting to
ulace when erected last fall, is
the Hartford area. There was a
directed tow ds the satellite, and
slight problem, though. It seems
is used onl; for receiving radio
that WPBH's broadcasting antenna
signals, whose point of origin is the . was., erected in Middlefield,
NPR satellite transmitter outside Connecticut - about five miles
Washington, D.C. However, those south of Wesleyan University.
electronic wizards at CPTV are When the station broadcasts, there
modifying that antenna to receive is a mountain that just blocks the
television signals as well, which at signal enough to prevent it from
present are obtained at the CPTV reaching the city of Hartford,
satellite receive/transmit terminal Therefore, those classical music
at UHart.
lovers who are reading this article

Connecticut Public
Radio

photo by Steve IVkntk

Trinity Intern, Sam Rogers 'cuing a disc" over CPR.

broadcast from the Library
basement 18 years ago was, as Vice
President Smith recollects, "to
provide opportunities for Trinity
Connecticut Public Radio, a and desire to listen to Connecticut students to work there." At
relatively-new operation, is making Public Radio within Hartford will present, nearly 20 intern.s are
itself known in central Con- have to wait until this "shadow" is sponsored by the CETC at their
illuminated. At present, CPR is state headquarters, including some
necticut. CPR is a member of both
NPR and the Eastern Public Radio awaiting the approval of the FCC students from Trinity.
Network, EPRN. Both of these for a station in Hartford with a
Junior Sam Rogers is one Trinity
much stronger signal.
organizations are what PBS and
student currently working at both
aj:e to Connecticut Public
WPBH- FM plays a wide variety CPTV and CPR. Rogers' inTelevision - distributors of fine of music, ranging from classical to ternship is an unusual one, though radio programs to member folk. There are four production he'si taking an open :semester at the
stations. As Sam Rogers confides, studios within the CETC complex, studios, 40 hours per week for four
most of CPR's programs, like those
some for talk shows and others for course credits. Sam would not
of CPTV, are obtained from the
music. On several occasions when recommend this type of comsatellite system, except for syndiCPTV broadcast, allowing the mitment unless a students is incated programs, which are shipped
television viewers to watch the terested in this field for a career, as
to the station, and shows which are event on their screens and listen to he is. There are one-to-two credit
produced by CPR itself.
the music in stereo over WPBH. internships available, he suggests.
Sam began his internship in 1978,
When WPBH-FM signed on the
lugging equipment and being a
air in 1978, it culminated years, of
"gopher" for various employees.
planning and preparation to bring'
"You can expect that type of
public radio to Connecticut. As
One of the reasons why Trinity
work," he stated. Rogers, exVice President Smith recalls, there College permitted Channel 24 to
perienced in radio production at
WRTC, worked^his way up, .and
presently handles two important
positions: floor manager for CPTV
productions, and audio controller
for CPR.
As a floor manager; Rogers is the
liaison between the director of the
program, who is tucked away in a
soundproof booth, and the
technical people on the studio
floor. Some of the important duties
Rogers performs involve checking
the studio lights, cuing the performers, signaling the audience for
applause, and cheeking the three
cameras for problems,

Internship
Opportunities

"This is NPR.,;National Public
Radio...," an announcer booms
over
WPBH-FM
between
programs. This is Rogers' cue to
pop in one of several "spots" advertisements for programs
produced by CPR, such as A Little
Night Music and Early Musicke. As
an audio controller for. CPR,
Rogers plays the various program
tapes, records radio shows off the
satellite, and basically monitors the
entire operation to be sure that no
"dead air" is broadcast over the
radio.

The CPR satellite reception antenna located in the CETC parking lot
located on Summit Street,
photo by Steve Pekock

In all, Rogers regards his internship at CETC as "an enjoyable
experience." He notes that public
broadcasting is "a little more laid
back" than commercial broadcasting, and this slow pace adds to
the friendliness of the employees

there. Rogers particularly enjoys
working at CPTV and CPR
because "you can actually touch
the neat, new equipment here,"
perhaps more readily than at a
commercial television or radio
station. With the valuable 'experience Rogers is obtaining from
his internship, he just might fulfill
his ambition to "own CBS" in the
foreseeable future.
"PTOQT3.TtltniTlQ
3.Tlc\
O
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Fxwding
In ; mentioning the name of
public broadcasting, two problems
immediately come to mind:
programming and funding. These
two areas work hand in hand - if
PBS's programs are innovative and
attract a large audience, the
chances increase for better public
support through contributions,
funding
that
keeps
public
broadcasting on the air.
"We must be all things to all
people," states Paul Taff who, as
the President of CETC, inherits a
great deal of the programming
problem. Taff notes that three
questions come to mind when
discussing programming: 1. What,
programs should be on the air, 2.
Who should
decide which
programs are broadcast and 3.
Who should pay for it. Because
CPTV and CPR do not always
have enough money, they "need to
be selective" of their programs,
Taff states, and to be as universal
and as wide-reaching as they can at
the same time. Taff suggests the
examples that CVTC would love to
do programs e rely about opera
or about Am. ;•< - i n Indians, but
they are so limi d in appeal that
CETC would 'hk losing their
audience, wh
provide the
desperately nee v d funding. "We
work in the marketplace," like any
other business, Tt1ff stresses.
Though CPTV and CPR cannot
afford to subscribe to a weekly
ratings system, they do have
certain "feelers," and Taff "can
answer honestly" that the ratings
are up for both organizations.
However, there is always the need
for fresh and exciting programs, he
states. Shows such as Sesame
Street, The Dick Cavett Show, and
Julia Child, programs that attracted multitudes of new'viewers

to public television, are now
"getting tired," and need new and
innovating replacements. CPTV
and CPR have been trying to do
their share to keep public
television and radio on the air in
Connecticut, and throughout the
nation as well. For example, in the
past, such CPTV productions as
the Aetna World Cup Tennis
broadcasts, various children's
specials, and many "how-to"
shows have been telecast nationwide by PBS.
As non-commercial broadcasting
organizations
that
is,
organizations that do not derive
their revenues from the sale of
commercials, both CPTV and CPR
relay on both state and public
support to continue broadcasting
in Connecticut. Taff explains that
the cost of operating these two
organizations is $3 million per year.
$400,000 of this amount is from
federal funding, $900,000 is granted
by the State of Connecticut, and
the remaining lump sum of $1.7
million must be raised by CETC
itself. This amount is obtained from
"as many scfurces as we can find,"
Taff relays. These sources include
grants from corporations, large
businesses, and foundations, from
revenue obtained from membership drives, of which membership in' CPTV presently costs
$25 and in CPR $15, and finally
from the annual Great CPTV
Auction, which is being telecast
this April 11-19. Midge Ramsey,
the Vice- President of Community
Relations for CPTV, compares the
annual auction to running a
business: "We open shop in August
and close down in April, and with
no employees (all volunteers) and
no merchandise (all donations) we
raise $350,000." This sum is the
goal for the 1980 auction, after
raising nearly $290,000 from last
years's auction.
Clearly, raising $3 million each
year is not an easy task, particularly with inflation runhing
rampant annually. "We are very
restricted all of the time," Taff'
confides. Constantly hovering over
Taff's head is the possibility that
the state grant for public broadcasting will be eliminated from the
annual budget,, an appropriation
that Taff and the rest of CETC
desperately .need. Therefore, Taff
cont. on p . 7
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Hartford
Student Legislature Convenes in Hartford
delegates review all of the proby Patty Hooper
posed bills in order to determine
Hartford played host this past
weekend to the annual convention . what their particular party's stand
on that issue will be.
of
the
Connecticut
InterThis year, there were 11 Senate
collegiate Student Legislature.
Approximately fifty students from bills proposed, 13 House bills, and
across the state participated in 3 resolutions. Each chamber of the
student
legislature
reviews,
three days of meetings and
caucuses culminating with the proposes, debates, and votes on
convening
of the
student each of the bills, and the results are
legislature in the Senate chambers then forwarded to the Connecticut
at the Connecticut State Capitol State Legislature. Results of the
Convention are sent to each of the
building.
The students who participated senior and junior delegates of each came from seven colleges in CISL chapter as well as to the
Connecticut, including Trinity, members at the State Legislature.
Officially, CISL is not a partisan •
Southern Connecticut State
College, the University, of Hart- group or a lobbying body, but, the
ford, Fairfield University, Albertus members take an active role in the
Magnus College, Connecticut governing process by creating and
College, and the United States passing bills which are in turn given
to the Legislature. In this way, the
Coast Guard Academy.
The Convention began at Trinity legislators are made aware of the
on Friday evening with the annual opinions of the group.
State Legislator's Cocktail Party,
According to the Constitution of
This year, between ten and fifteen CISL, the purpose of the group is
legislators from across Connecticut t8 offer college students "the
attended. The low turnout of experience necessary for a
legislators was due in part to the practical understanding of the
length of the session on Friday political activities of the Conafternoon, according to Tom necticut
General
Assembly
Hefferon, Legislative Relations concerning contemporary affairs
Chairman of the Connecticut
by simulating the General
Intercollegiate Student Legislature Assembly's sections."
(CISL).
Meetings of CISL are run
Friday night, the Convention according to Roberts Rules of
moved back to the Sheraton Hotel, Order except when the rules of the
where the delegates split into Connecticut General Assembly
meetings according to their party. differ from" Roberts.
The
Connecticut
student
This year many bills have been
legislature has approximately 35 introduced which have similar
members of the Democratic party pieces of ..legislation in the real
and members of the Republican General Assembly, All -bills which
party. At these caucuses, the come
before
the
Student
Legislature have been formulated
by members of CISL. They are

THEREj§A
DIFFERENCE!

Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature Officers [pictured left to right]: Speaker of the House,
John Kosa-Connecticut College, Secretary, Kristin Wahlner-Coasl Guard, President of the Senate,
David Albin-Trinity College, and Trinity Chapter Chairman, Paul Velardi.
photo by Keryn Crohs
researched, drawn up, and
presented by members of the
organization.
Throughout the year, these bills
have i been presented to the
committees authorized by the
CISL body. 4 •
Some bills are "perennials" that
are proposed year after year until
they pass. Often these bills appear
in different forms and for different
reasons, yet they are more often

Have you considered

in accoutring
can mean to you?

KflPMN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

Hartford Area
800 Silver Lane, E. Hrfd, CT
568-7927
June 28th SAT EXAM
Class Starting May 14-5:30 PM
July 12th GREAT EXAM
Class Starting May 20-5:30 PM

Even if you have never had a single hour of accounting
in any of your college courses, you can take advantage of
this opportunity to build a solid foundation in accounting
concepts and have a rewarding career in professional
accounting,
At Northeastern University, you can get a Master of
Science degree in Accounting in 15 months. The unique
feature of this program, designed especially for nonaccounting undergraduates, is that the first six months of
the work in the basics of accounting is followed by a three
month paid internship with a national public accounting,
firm. During the last six months of the program, intern
experiences are integrated, with class study in preparation
for the CPA Exam.
• There is a long standing and close partnership between
the Graduate School and the leading public accounting
firms: Arthur Andersen: Alexander Grant; Arthuj Young;
Coopers and Lybrand: Ernst and Whinney; Deloitte.
Haskins & Sells: Laventhol and Horwath: Peat. Marwick,
Mitchell; Price Waterhouse; and Touche Ross. The firms
work closely with the school in program design and intern
and graduate placement, as well as in providing scholarship grants.

800-223-1782

remarked about the economic
impact that this bill would have on
the state, the fairness of the bill,
and the general pros and cons of
instituting an income tax in the
State of Connecticut.
Also before
the student
legislature was a bill to improve the

level °^*^™*i§l$gtiQrUn the
state. This bill was amSmeiFttv \.v<s
Senate and came under little
debate in the House. This bill had
the joint support of the Republican
and Democratic parties and passed
unanimously in the House.
The student legislature also
cont. on p. 7
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than not the hottest bills proposed.
This year, there were two bills
proposed that would institute a
state income tax, one at the expense of the state sales tax, the
other at the expense of the capital
gains and dividends taxes.
The version of the Income Tax
Bill which passed both the House
and Senate of CISL included the
elimination of the capital gains and
dividends taxes, the halving of the
state sales tax, and the establishing
of a progressive income tax. This
bill was one of the most highly
debated bills to come before the
student legislature as delegafes

CANADA'S
PREMIUM BEER
All Brand Importers, Inc., Roslyn Heights, New York 11577.
Sole U.S. Importer c 7979
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Hartford
Hispanics March on State
Capitol to Aid Cuban Dissidents

CPTV and CPR Offer
State Educational
Programming
necticut Public Radio stations
cont. from p. 5
and his colleagues must appear around the state, in Hartford,
before the state legislature an- Stamford and Norwich. Another
nually and convince the state to production goal of Kean is to
continue to support public establish a small local studio in
broadcasting. If you feel that the each CPTV station throughout
$900,000 state grant is quite a large . Connecticut, like that of Channel
sum, compare this figure to the 49 in Fairfield.'
state grant received by New York
On the bleak side, Vice President
Public Broadcasting, which is very
popular. Legislation passed ap- Smith foresees that "as the competition for public money gets
propriates that 50 cents for every
greater," a diminuation in the state
person in the State of New York be
grant for CETC will be at hand,
granted to Public broadcasting - a
even though "the State gets a lot of
total sura of millions of dollars!
airtime," through CPTV broadAs Vice-Presid_ent of Com- casts of legislative sessions thaf
munity Relations, Midge Ramsey increase public awareness. Thereparticularly feels the pinch of the fore, new sources of funding must
funding problem. "My job is to get be found, Smith suggests, begin-1
people to turn on their televisons ning with a new and more"
aird radios," she explains. This is profitable membership drive.
done through distribution of the
Television hostess Nancy Savin
CPTV Guide and Applause,. the
CPR program guide, as well as sees the need for a new national
through advertising in local forum for the arts. Though several
newspapers and by word-of-mouth PBS programs, such as opera
of both CETC volunteers and telecasts, contain brief .interviews
supporters. Publicity "is so hard with performers between • acts,
without the money," says Ramsey, there is no program like that of
whose annual budget is $19,000. Savin which creates give-andtake
Considering that one-column inch conversations with people of the
of advertising in the Hartford arts. In any event, we'll be seeing
Courant costs $11, "it's very hard more of Nancy Savin/ The Arts
and other fine CPTV and 'CPR
to manage," she confides.
productions in the future.

Future Plans
J t e P ^ o f ?" o f

the

p r ° blems

%ivolved'' in" .public broadcasting,
"the future is bright," Taff states.
Jack Kean, Vice President of
Engineering for CPTV, relays that
applications have been filed with
the FCC for three more Con-

by Carl Schiessl
Approximately 200 Cuban and
Peruvian demonstrators marched
from the Capitol building in
Hartford to the Hartford City Hall
on Sunday in protest to the lack of
action on the part of the United
States with regard to the 10,000
Cubans awaiting exit visas at the
Peruvian Embassy in Cuba.
Those attending the demonstration are primarily area
residents who are members of the
Hispanic community.
The itinerary for the demonstration included a mass held at
noon in front of the Capitol
building. The priest celebrating the
mass is a Cuban priest who was
involved in the Bay of Pigs incident.
Archbishop John F. Whealon of
Hartford was also in attendence.
The presence of Archbishop

Whealon indicates that the
demonstration has the support of
the Archdiocese of Hartford.
According to an elderly Cuban
man participating in the protest,
"Many of the people at the
demonstration have family and
friends in Cuba, and this situation
(the desire of the 10,000 Cubans at
the Peruvian embassy to leave
Cuba) makes us feel very uneasy
about Cuba and Castro."
Other demonstrators were
holding signs stating their reasons
for participating in the march. One
Hartford resident, Roman Castro,
was holding a sign stating "Since
the Pact: Kennedy - Kruschev You Owe Us!" Castro explained
that since the pact made after the
Bay of Pigs incident and the C uban
missile crisis, the United States has
"double-crossed" the people of
Cuba by backing off and allowing

Castro to remain in power. He
further stated that Kennedy
"abandoned" Cuba and the U.S.
has failed to help people the way
they had begun to in the early
sixties.
In general the demonstrators feel
that the United States should take a
more active role in trying to help
the 10,000 Cubans to leave Cuba.
Although the Cuban government
has agreed to allow the Cubans to
leave the country, at this time, no
specific action securing their
departure has taken place.
According to one demonstrator,
even if the Cubans are allowed to
leave Cuba, this march is aimed at
showing the U.S. government that
those protesting feel that more
action should have been taken on
the part of the United States in
trying to assure the departure of
10,000 Cubans.

CISL Seeks State Income Tax

cont. from p. 6
considered several bills which are
presently in committees of the real
state legislature. These bills,
however, were written in different
forms. One bill which is brought up
annually before the student
legislature involves the Students'
Right to Work bill which would
allow full-time students to be
exempt from paying union dues
when the student is only receiving a
small amount of benefits from the
So there you have it - the story of union. The bill before the real state
the Connecticut Educational legislature this year would allow
Telecommunications Corporation. students the right tp work without
So why not tune into Connecticut joining a union, but the student
Public Television or Connecticut may still be required to pay a
Public Radio and support public percentage of the dues which goes
broadcasting in this state. You'll toward collective bargaining. This
like what you see and hear.
way, the student is not required to

pay dues which will in turn go
toward such things as political
campaigns.
Also, a bill requiring proficiency
testing of high school students
across the state was narrowly
passed in both houses. The biggest
complaint about the proficiency
tests was in the portion of the bill
which stated that there would be
different exams given for different
cultural groups.

passed in CISL1 included five
amendments to the originally
proposed bill including an
amendment which would allow
people who are on welfare but
employable, who have a drug or
alcohol problem to substitute
rehabilitation prog'rams for the
twelve hour-per-week mandatory
work-time stated in the bill.

AU in all, the CISL convention
allowed students to conduct a
Another bill which came before mock legislature which, in turn,
both the student legislature and the allowed them to gain experience in
state legislature was a workfare bill the practical nature of political
which passed out of committee in activity. As this CISL year closes,
the real state legislature and passed one final meeting will be held to
both houses in the student' elect officials to preside over next
legislature. The workfare bill that year's student legislature.

Hartford In Brief
Grasso Suggests Parskey for Supreme Court
Governor Grasso announced last week that she will recommend that Superior Court Judge Leo J. Parskey
receive the position on the Connecticut Supreme Court
being vacated by Associate Justice Alva P. Loiselle.
Loiselle will be retiring on July 4 when he reaches the
mandatory retirement age of 70.
Parskey has been noted for his intricate legal
opinions written with a dash of humor.
His nomination now must go before a General
Assembly Judiciary Committee hearing and then be
confirmed by the House and Senate before it is official.
The hearing date has not yet been set, however, it is
expected that Parskey's nomination will be confirmed
because it is very rare that the Governor's nominee is
challenged in this process.
' • parskey attended Hartford Public High School and
received a bachelor's degree from Harvard University
in 1937. He also received a law degree from Harvard
Law School in 1940 and returned to Hartford to practice
lav.. He has also been involved in Hartford city politics.

Asylum HiSI Wants New Zoning
Some residents of the Asylum Hillsection of Hartford
are seeking changes in the city zoning laws to control
land speculation and preserve the residential character
of the neighborhood.
The Asylum Hill area which is coming under
consideration is a mixture of private four-family homes,
large apartments, and several larger institutions
including the St. Francis Hospital and Medical Center
located on Woodland Street, and the Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Company on Garden Street.
The area is bordered on the north by Homestead
Avenue and Sargeant Street, on the south by Collins
and Garden Streets, on the east, by Edwards and
Myrtle Streets, and on the west by Woodland Street.
It is, felt by people working in the area for the
rezoning that the changes will/not even be considered
by the city unless the residents of the neighborhoods
involved come out with broad-based support for new
zoning laws.

Three Sentenced in New Britain
Corruption Scandal
Three defendants in the New Britain corruption
scandal were sentenced last Monday to terms of up to
thirty days in jail. The charses acainst these men
involved job-selling in the city ofNew Britain.
Hartford Superior^ Court, Judge John p . Brennan
sentenced Lts. Nicholas Benjamin and Dennis Bryant,
convicted for perjury to one year in jail, suspended after
thirty days. Also sentenced was former Civil Service
Commissioner Edward Hayes for conspiracy. He
received one year, suspended sentence on charges of
conspiracy to which he pleaded guilty.
Judge Brennan considered the charges against
Hayes to be less serious than those against the other
two men and attributed the lesser sentence to this fact
as well as the fact that Hayes has been in poor health.
Brennan also stated that it was difficult to impose jail
sentences on Benjamin and Bryant because prior to the
corruption scandal, these two men had outstanding
records.
_ '•

Interstate Lanes Closed Temporarily
Beginning last Tuesday, traffic on Interstates 91 and
84 were slowed through portions of Hartford as the
State Department of Transportation began a road
project which involved the removal and replacement of
two spans of the Morgan Street viaduct.
State officials and state and local police have workedout detours around the areas under repair, but the
closing of several of the ramps is expected to cause a
slow down in traffic in the area where 1-91 southbound
meets 1-84 west.
\
The westbound 1-84 exit ramps to Ann and High
Streets have been closed since last Wednesday, and are
expected to remain shut off until the middle of August.
While the work is going on, two lanes of traffic in each
direction of 1-84 will continue to be open, but there will
be lane changes marked by signs, drums, and concrete
barriers.

Grasso Signs State Budget
Governor Grasso signed a $2,708 billion state budget
into law on Friday less than an hour after the State
House and Senate completed action on the various
proposals. The new budget will go into effect on July 1
and is $300 million above the current budget of $2.4
billion.
.:; Grasso signed the bill at the Governor's mansion
where she is currently recuperating from recent
surgery.
The tax package included an increase in the state
sales tax from 7% to 7.5%,'a 2% tax on the gross
receipts of oil companies in Connecticut, a switch to
biennial registration of motor vehicles, the extension of
the sales tax to include cigarettes, and a higher
registration fee for heavy-weight trucks.

Royal to Expand in Hartford
Royal Business Machines announced last week its
intentions to expand its factories located in Hartford by
building a new $16-18 million factory and office
building in the Greater Hartford Area and double the
number of employees so- that it would total 1,600.
.
Officials did not state where the new plant would be
constructed, though it appears certain that they will
move their present headquarters out of the large
complex located on New Park Avenue.

Jewelry lifted From Atheneum
Four pieces of gold jewelry with an estimate value
"in the* six figure range" were h'eisted last week from
the Wadsworth Atheneum last Wednesday or
Thursday, creating a panic by museum officials that the
pieces may be melted down and sold. All four of the
pieces are more than 2,000 years old.
The jewelry that was stolen was given to the .
Atheneum as part of their ancient art collection. The
pieces were given to the Atheneum by J.P. Morgan in
1917 and have not been reevaluated recently, although
the "six figure" estimate was made when the pieces
were lifted.
r ^
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Editorial
Over the Transom
Who's Running
Where Panels Meet
the Show?
In case you have forgotten, Trinity's Spring Weekend
is a little more than two weeks away. Last year, Spring
Weekend was enormously successful, due largely to the
organizational efforts of David Fitzpatrick. We would
like to know who is serving as the "1980 Fitz." As far
as we can tell, no one is claiming responsibility for
organizing all of the activities for the weekend.
No doubt, the entire College looks forward to Spring
Weekend. Good planning and good weather can lead to
• a successful two days of activities that are open to all
members of the Trinity community. This does not mean
that there are no plans in the making. The SGPB has
put forth considerable effort in searching for the
weekend's entertainment. We look forward to hearing
David Johansen and other bands perform on the Quad.
However, we are concerned that we have not heard of
any other scheduled activities. This does not mean that"
no one is interested, but instead that there is no
apparatus in place which can adequately coordinate a
full complement of Spring Weekend events. We usually
advocate "less is better" when evaluating the number
of committees and elected student officials at Trinity. In
this case, we believe the opposite is true.
Serious consideration should be given to creating
either a position or a committee which will have final
responsibility for the organization of Spring Weekend.
Whether-the creation of the position is up to the SGPB,
SGA, or the Inter-Fraternity Council is a matter worth
discusssing for each of these groups.
Students who serve on committees often complain
about the apathy of the student body. However, a
committee in charge of Spring Weekend would
necessarily receive a great deal of random student
input. As the committee becomes the center of
attention, service on it would be very important'and
:
;
'highly sought after by many students/
- :
At this point, details surrounding such a move are
not important. What is important is that existing
student groups start considering a' move in this
direction. A successful Spring Weekend should not '
have to rely on the chance that a " F i t z " will volunteer
to make sure something is done.
:
In the next twKweeks, we hope that plans for this
year's Spring Weekend will come together. Whether
•-•-they do or not, now is the time to consider creating an
••'•apparatus that witi be charged with the supervision of
each year's Spring -, Weekend. A little creativity-,
"imagination, and a strong organization could produce
tremendous results. :

by Eric Grevstad
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome once again to
"Ask the Panel." We've got a fine
panel of experts here tonight,
although some of Us will be coming
in late because of rehearsals or
homework papers, and we'd
welcome any questions you might
care to ask. Yes, sir? Over there.
Q.: If this is "Ask the Panel,
how come there aren't any
television cameras?
A.: Not you, sir; I was pointing to
the gentleman behind you. Your
question," please.
Q.: How are the tomatoes?
A.: Not bad. You have to be
choosy, but there are some good
ones in there.
Q.: How do you feel about
former president Ford coming to
Trinity, and do you know the date
of his visit?
A.: Mayday! Mayday! But,
seriously, this panel's association
with Gerald Ford goes back a long
way. Gail Powell met President
Ford in Kansas in 1976, an event
which she describes as "probably
the best thing I've ever done." That
same summer, I campaigned for
and met Mo Udall. Neither Gail
nor I sleep very soundly at night.
Q.: Did you sees the Barbara
Walters special with Bo Derek,
Farrah Fa wcett; Cheryl Ladd, and
Bette Midler?

A.: You'll find no sexists on this
panel. We were
discussing
marriage the other day, and one of
the women on the panel said that,
after a hard day's work, she wished
she had a wife to come home to.
But of course we saw the special;
Cheryl Ladd has some talent,
Barbara Walters is an airhead.
Q.: Isn't Bo Derek the. most
beautiful woman in the world?
A.: Definitely not; we have
considered this at some length, and
decided that Bo Derek has a fat
face. Robert Flaherty contends
that the most beautiful woman •in
the world is a model named
Christine Brinkley. My sympathies
for Martina Navratilova, of course,
are well known.
Q.: What do you think about the
spiraling rate of inflation?
A.: Spiraling inflation might be
kind of cute, but inflation that goes
straigt up is no fun. Peter Lyons,
here, reads the Wall Street Journal
and is always'on the move, so we
used to tease him about becoming
a millionaire. Now he says that a
million dollars is nothing, and you
have to be a billionaire before
people take notice.
Q.: Did any of youA.: Aaugh! Revolting!
Q-: What?
A.: Revolting! Whosever idea it
was to'serve raw roast beef to the
panel is going to hear from me.

A.: Well, that's about it for "Ask
the Panel" this week. Hope you'll
tune in next time, when our guests
will be the same people. Until then,
goodbye and goodnight, and could
you check what kind of ice cream
they have on the way out?
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Letters
TOB Gripes
To The Tripod
First of all, we realize that by the
lime this letter reaches the reader,
it will more than likely have been
edited, distorted, and biasly rearranged by your staff. However,
we have taken other measures, and
will also persist with appeals to
you, to make sure that the absolute
truth, has been told to our satisfaction.
In last month's meeting with
members of the Board of Trustees,
Board, of Fellows, and Trinity
students, five officers of Trinity
Coalition of Blacks presented their
arguments against the school's
retrenchment procednrp<; snecifically those against the Counseling
Center and the Education Department. After these issues were
exhausted, the officers turned, to
the subject of their unsuccessful,
yet unavoidable
confrontations
with- Barbara Robinson-Jackson,
the Coordinator of the Black
House, and Director of Minority
Affairs. (It should be noted here
that Robinson-Jackson has absolutely refused to deal with three of
the*five officers.) In fact, to our
surprise, three white students also
lodged complaints against the
administrator, and together we
presented a complete evaluation on
Robinson-Jackson to the Boards.
We did not realize that the
Tripod would cover the story, but
didn't object when you contacted
us. However, we did stipulate that
first we would have to review the
article. The problem is that the
article which we were allowed to
ivail is not the same one thai
.agpSared in the Tripod. By attributing all: tlte- quotes to one
person, what had once been a
valid, well-presented argument,
was converted into a seemingly

personal vendetta between one of
the five officers and RobinsonJackson.
Steve Elmendorf, the Managing
Editor, has admitted that some
changes and omissions were made,
yet he doesn't know how this could
have happened. Let this serve as a
reminder, that in order, to rectify*
the situation, he has promised to do
a full length article, comprised of
interviews, and the like. Perhaps
therr the full picture on RobinsonJackson will be developed for the
rest of the College community.
in closing, TCB would like to
make it perfectly clear that we are
not content with things here at
Trinity, and with our ever-decreasing numbers, the . last thing we
need is an over-bearing, powerhungry administrator, especially
one who has been instrumental in
contributing to this decrease. It has
been disheartening for us in telling
others of this sophisticated form of
racism and receive the reply "but
isn't she a Black top?'- Equally
disheartening has been the reply
"I didn't know that you all were
having problems with her". The
Administration has known about it
for a long time now. Therefore, let
it be known thai we cannot tolerate
her presence here any longer, and
demand that Robinson-Jackson be
replaced by someone who is more
understanding to the needs of the
Minority students:
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
ed. The letter printed above is
unedited, contains no distortions,
and has not been biased in any
way. It is unfortunate that TCB
makes statements in the first
paragraph which display an Ignorance of the long standing
policies of the TRIPOD with respect
to letters and commentary.

lnoHty Affairs
To; The Trinity Community
What is the Office of Minority
Affairs?
I find myself asking this question
when all my activities, whether or
not they require the guidance of
this office, are referred there. It.is
equally disheartening when other
administrators and faculty alike,
refer students to the Office of
Minority Affairs for the most
miniscual task, regardless of its
nature. When I go to see the Dean
of Students, I want to see the Dean
of Students not the Office of Minority Affairs. I am assuming that it is
needless to say that the confidentiality of a visit to anyone's
office, administrator and faculty,
remain in confidence and not piped
through to the Office of Minority
Affairs. Tell me, is this an all
purpose office for minorities, or is
it a subtle form of Jim Crowism
raising its ugly head at Trinity
College?
Please don't misunderstand me.
Yes there are situations where the
Office of Minority Affairs is needed
and helpful, but any action I.take,
simply because I am a minority, is
not a minority affair. This new
form of "special" attention for
minority students has been taken to
its extreme and seems rather
sarcastic in nature. Now everything
minorities do is of concern to the
Office of Minority Affairs. It is
quite obvious to me that Trinity
needs to strike a balance where
minority students are concerned.
We are certainly intelligent enough
to know when we need to seek the
help of this office. Don't cripple us,
especially under-classmen, by not
giving us a chance to take charge of
our own lives. This type of tracking
is in poor taste and is hazardous to
the well being of minority students.

If this is Trinity ,s way of
protecting itself from being labeled
a racist institution, it won't work. I
hope you have considered that
racism is not restricted to whites
alone. One doesn't have to be of a
different face to be a menace to
the general student body. We need
to be treated equally with an
understanding of our situation as
minorities. Is that such a hard task?
Please don't assume that because
you track all of our activities to the
Office of Minority Affairs that the
minority community will be silent.
We've had two years of this game
and now its over, so let's be about
the business of correcting this
intolerable situation.
GildaMoseby

Housing News
To The Editor:
Prospective residents should
note that, during the 1980-81
academic year, freshman resi-,
dences will again be intermingled
with those of upperclassmen.
Prior to the Spring Vacation, .a
survey was distributed to 20% of
our residents. The sampling was
randomly generated. 66% of the
respondents favored the intermingling of freshmen and upperclassmen.
With only a few minor changes,
our present residential arrangements repeated next year — the
change most worthy of note will be
the absence of freshmen from New
South Campus dormitory.

Course Evaluations
To the Trinity Community,
The SGA course evaluations
book.is now finished and will be
stuffed in the boxes today. Due to
an insufficient response, however,
some of the courses were not able
to be included.

Please be sure to complete the
course evaluations on April 24 and
25 or" Pre-registration. The only
way that we can continue to have
course evaluations is if you fill out
the simple questionaires.
Seniors, as you are in tfie best
position to judge the nature of
many of the courses, we will stuff •
your boxes with the questionaires.
Please return them to the box put
down by-the mailbox — do not
throw them away. It will only take
a few moments of your time, and
we need your evaluations. Due to
the insufficient response of many
upperclassment, we were not able
to include many upper level course
evaluations.
Thank you.
Sandra Smith
Editor, Course Evaluations

Anderson Thanks
To the Trinity Community:
I'd like to thank everyone who
helped support John Anderson
here at Trinity. You really made
the Trinity campaign a success.
Due to your response, Anderson
won in this voting district with 115
votes, exceeding any challenger in
this district by over 80 votes. In
fact, .your support was the key in.
Anderson defeating Bush by six
Votes in Hartford. True, Anderson
did not win in Connecticut. In fact,
he did not even do well here, but
we must look at your contribution
on the smaller scales of district and
city. On these scales, your involvement and support really did make a
difference and for this I thank you.
Sincerely,
Steve Pekock
of the now defunct
Trinity Students for Anderson
Committee

Announcements
Mesa Espanola
Todos los miercoles, a las cinco y
media en el cuarto bianco (The
Pub) de la cafeteria. Esperamos
que vengan muchos! .

WOW YOU LISTEN TOME/
HE> BEEN A BAD
SO YOU 4 £
(N fifc

24-Hour May'.
The 8th Annual Trinity College
24 hour relay will be from 9:00 a.m.
Saturday, May 10 to 9:00 a.m.
Sunday morning.
If you wish to participate, please

contact Howard DeLong (ext. 340)
for faculty and staff teams, or
Henry Strom (Box 2000) for student
teams.
,

Jesters Production
• The Jesters
will
present
"Through the Looking' Glass", a
collage of dramatic sketches, poems, music and dance about
women in celebration of ten years
of women at Trinity. Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center, April 15 and 17
at 8:00 p.m., and on the 16 at 4:30.
Admission is free.

Union Film
"With Babies and Banners", a
film about the women of the labor
movement in the 1930's, will be
•shown on Monday, April 21, at 7?30
in McCook Auditorium. The film is
sponsored by the Women's Center
and the American Women's Fiction
Class.

Computer Job

Seniors! Ivy Mugs:

and who have worked with dedication in the field of civl rights.
The criteria for each award are as

follows: 1. Civil Rights - A
demonstration of unusual gifts and
dedication in the field of civil
rights, civil liberties, race relations
or minority group problems. 2.
Community Service - A demonstra- ^
don of initiative and creativity in
some form of community service,
with special reference to involveWe are united in the pursuit of ment with the important social
happiness. We are Eros and we issues of the day.
believe in freedom of sexuality. We
Nominations of students • who
offer support, advice and just plain should be considered for either of
friendship. You may contact us at these awards are now being
Box 1373 or just call the Chaplain's received. This year students again
office at ext. 484. After all, it's your will be able to nominate themselves
life.
or each other for consideration for

Friday deadline for turning in
: your portraits to the Ivy. Please
se'nd portraits to box 1096 Pronto!
If you have questions or problems,
let us know.
.

Gay Support

Pass/Fail
Wednesday, April'23 is the last
day to choose to receive a letter
grade in a course being taken
Pass/Fail.

.

••.

Fishion AwasiSs

Wanted: Part time research
programmer. Experience with the
APPLE computer desired, basic as
The Samuel S. Fishzohn Awards
well as assembly language. Pro- for Civil Rights and Community
gramming fpr laboratory applica- Service were established in 1966 in
tions. Experience with other com- memory of Samuel S. Fishzohn,
puter will be considered. Possibly Class of 1925, a prominent figure in
full time for the Summer. Sopho- social work and welfare. They are
more preferred. Contact the Per- to be given each year to students
sonnel Dept. at the Institute of who have demonstrated initiative
Living or call 527-3906..
and creativity in community service

this award. Each student nomination will have to be endorsed by a
faculty member. A brief resume of
the nominees' qualifications with a
listing of their activities should be
sent to Keats Jarmon in the
Internship Office by April 21st.

Library Booksale
The Library will hold its annual
Spring Booksale in the Library
Lobby on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, April 23, 24, 25.'The
sale opens at 10 A.M. on Wednesday and ends Friday, 4 P.M. Books,
on all subjects - sales strictly cash
and carry - prices change daily.
cont. on p. 10
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Announcements
Pre-Begistratisn

Calendar
Thursday

Coeducation Fane!

Leave of Absence Deadline
Domestic Leaves of Absence for all or part of the 1980-81
academic year must be approved by the Registrar and
arrangements completed by today, April 15.

Notification Deadline
Those planning to study abroad during the Christmas Term (fall)
1980 or the full academic year 1980-81 must inform the Coordinator
of Foreign Study Advising, Mr. Winslow, of their intentions by 15
April 1980. A form to use •for this purpose is available in the Office
of Foreign Study Advising, Williams 210E, for any student who has
not received one in the, campus mail.
Usually, plans for foreign study next fall will not be approved if
they have not been settled with the Coordinator of Foreign Study
Advising by 15 April 1980.

Thursday, April 17, 7:30, McCook Auditorium, "Topics in
Coeduction:'Male/Female at Trinity". Panelists: Wayne Asmus,
Director of Mather Campus Center, Julia Cooper, '81, George
Higgins, College Counselor and Professor of Psychology, Macey
Russell, '80, KajaSilverman, Assistant Professor of English.
Moderator: David Winer, Dean of Students.

Physics Seminar
Physics Seminar, Thursday, April 17, at 4:00 p.m. McCook
Math-Physics, room 203. Mr. Sten A. Caspersson of Combustion
•Engineering will speak on "Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors
(LMFBR's): Development and Status."

Speech Competition

AESEC
There will be a mandatory A1ESEC meeting on Tues., April 15, at
7:00 in the office. The regional, luncheon, and other important
matters will be discussed. Please contact box 5000 if you cannot
attend.

CCIA Internship Interviews
The Connecticut Construction Industries Association, Inc.,
located at 1290 Silas Deane Highway, Wethersfteld, is seeking a
summer "lnterm, Responsibilities include drafting 'letters arid
position papers, preparing testimony and doing research. Federal
and state environmental law and regulation will be emphasized and
the intern selected would be involved with the organization and
structure of a broad based public information coalition concerned
with environmental affairs.
; Any interested sophomores, or juniors should contact CCIA at
529-6855 by April 15th to arrange an interview. For more
information contact the Internship Office.

Wednesday

Lunch Discussion
The Women's Center invites you to the next LUNCH TIME
DISCUSSION for insight into these problems. Join us in Wean
Lounge on Wednesday, April 16 from 12 noon to 1 p.m. when Lucy
Deephouse of Trinity's Math Department will discuss strategies and
solutions.
"

Mathematics Colloquium
Professor Hoyt Warner of the Department of Mathematics and
Engineering will speak on "Relations: The Modern Way to
Organize and Understand Data". This talk will give an elementary
introduction to the "relational" theory of data organization, the
clearest and most successful mathematical model of data.
No specific mathematical background is needed. Wednesday,
April 16, at 4:00 p.m., McCook 307. Refreshments at 3:45 in
McCook307.
•

Classics Competitions
The Department of Classics announces two competitions for
excellence in Greek and Latin. The date and time for the
examinations will be as follows: the Title and Notopoulos prizes on
Wednesday, April 16, 1980, at 2:00 p.m.

Psychology Club
Important final meeting. Come discuss the future of the
department with Professor Mace and other faculty members.
Elections will also be held for next year's officers. The meeting will
begin at 7:30 in Life Sciences 134.

The deadline for entering the F.A. Brown speech competition has
been extended to Thursday noon, April 17. Entries should be
submitted to Professor Nichols at the Austin Arts Center. The
contest will be held on Tuesday, April 22, at 7:15 p.m. in
SeaburyJ16. It is open to the public.

Why Major in Religion?
•

•

.

*

-

•

.

.

Ask three who did: Reid Birdsall, 74, Banker in New Canaan;
Robert Orsi, '75, Graduate Student at Yale; Carolyn Pelzel, '74,
Director of External Affairs, Northfield-Mt. Hermon School.
Give-and-take questions and-answers about this major. Refreshments. 70 Vernon Street, 4-5:30 p.m., Thursday, April 17. All
welcome.

Women's Money Program
"Women: Your Money, Your Needs, Your Rights" is the subject
of a community program on finance for women, sponsored by the
Women's Division of American Jewish Congress on April 17, 1980
from" 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Hartford Jewish Community Center,
335 Bloomfield Ave., West,Hartford. The program will feature
experts on the psychology of money; money management and
credit; pensions, insurance and social security, and long term
financial planning, wills and trusts.
Registration is $2.50. Bring brown bag dairy lunch. Dessert and
coffee will be served. Call Ms. Marx at 521-8266 or Ms. Hoffman at
232-1562 for reservations and information.

Friday

Chapel Singers Concert
This Friday, April 18, the Chapel Singers will present their Spring
Concert at 8:15 in the Chapel. The featured work will be Benjamin
Britten's "Rejoice in the Lamb". Soloists will be Lynn Hyatt, '80,
Michael Muchmore, '83, Peter C. Brown, '82, and Douglas Rollinr,
'82. There will be no admission charge.

Phone Books Wanted
Last year's telephone directories are being collected for recycled
paper. Two collection points: Mather Campus Center, Basement
next to Post Office, Southwest corner. Williams Memorial, First
floor lobby, near business office window.
Boxes will be in place until April 18th, at which time Buildings
and Grounds will transport the phone books to the Southern New
England Telephone Company.

Saturday

Coffee House

On Saturday, April 19, at8p.m., a Coffee House will be held at 30
Crescent Street. Bruce Feinberg & Friends will be featured as
entertainment. Refreshments will be served. All are welcome free
of charge. The event is sponsored by Trinity College Hillel.

Puerto Rican Musical Group
"Haciendo Punto en Otro Son," a unique musical group from
Puerto Rico, will give a concert performance at 8:30 p.m. on
Saturday, April 19, at the Ferris Athletic Center, Trinity College.
General admission to the concert is $4; for students, children and
senior citizens, the admission charge is $2.50. Further information
on the event is available by calling 522-1163 or 527-3151, ext. 419.

Pre-registration for Fall Term
1980 will be on Thursday and
Friday, April 24 and 25, according
to the alphabetical schedule to be
mailed by the Registrar's Office to
all students. All students who
expect to continue at Trinity next
term must pre-register. Any student planning to withdraw voluntarily for the fall term should file a
"Notice of Withdrawal" with the
Registrar's Office prior to preregistration. Students who plan to
study in Rome next term shoutt^
pre-register but will be sent
registration materials separately.
Students are requested to cooperate by reporting as scheduled and
by having all the necessary signatures, permission slips and forms
ready to present at pre-registration.

Study Abroad
Students interested in study
abroad for the spring term 1981 or
thereafter are invited to make use
of the following information meetings on "study abroad in order to
gain information about foreign
study.
Wednesday, 16 April, 3:00 p.m.
Alumni Lounge - Mather Hall
Tuesday, 22 April, 2:45 n.m.
Alumni Lounge - Mather Hall

Folk Festival
Folk and Bluegrass Musicians!
The Middlebury College Activities Board i$ J p p n s q f ^ J t s ^ f * . ,
Annual Folk and BIuegraPT'ew^
and Competition on May 2nd and
3rd, 1980. All folk and/or bluegrass
musicians are welcome, but the
contest will be limited to the first 30
performers to apply. There will be
$700 in prizes awarded. Deadline
for applications is April 15th.
For complete information concerning the Festival r*nd for
application forms, write to: Folk
and Bluegrass Festival, Box C2540,
Middlebury College, Middlebury,
Vermont 05753.

B I O Summer
The Buildings and Grounds
Department is now accepting applications from Trinity undergraduates for summer employment. Categories of work include
grounds care, painting, mechanical
helpers, and general cleaning.
These summer jobs are open to
undergraduate students who are
planning to re-enroll for the
1980-81 academic year. Preference
will be given to those" students
receiving financial aid. Applicants
must be able to start work on June
2 and work at least through August
15; the work period will end August
29/
Interested students are encouraged to pick up applications at
B&G, 238 New Britain Avenue, as
soon as possible. Those selected
will be notified during the first
week of May. Deadline for application is April 25.

Library Procedure
Books are placed on reserve to
insure that they are available for an
entire-class to read. Recently, some
individuals have used fictitious
names in checking out reserve
books and have not returned them.
To avoid this practice, the library
now requires that an ID card or
driver's license be deposited when
•a reserve book is signed out.
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Arts
Television Presents a Milton Friedman Showcase
by Ted Hartsoe
"... 10 stimulating television
programs in which
Milton
Friedman,
Nobel
laureate,
economist,
and
columnist
challenges us with startling facts
and thought-provoking ideas, then
responds to opposing views, raising
brass-tack questions about the
future of our free society." So reads
the cover of the viewer guide to the
PBS series "Free to Choose:" In
this sequence of ten shows,, Milton
Friedman indeed challenges us
with his economic philosophy of
free markets and monetarism.
Each show contains a half-hour
documentary, followed by a
discussion (more precisely a freefor-all)
between
Friedman,
moderator Robert MacKenzie, and
distinguished guests including
Robert Lekachman, Tom Solow,
Michael Harrington, and Tom
Peterson. The topics of the shows
range across a broad spectrum of
e'conomics and politics, from the

Power of the Market, to liberty,
welfare, consumer and worker
protection, and the control of
inflation.
In the first show, Friedman
highlights the successes of
capitalism in creating "the great
possibility of freedom and opportunity for all ."Two weeks later,
Friedman explains his view that the
Great Depression was not a failure
of capitalism, but solely a failure of
the Federal Reserve Bank to
maintain a stable money supply.
This supposition fails to take into
account any other circumstances,
including the assistance of President Hoover to balance the federal
government's budget and the trade
wars waged by protectionist
governments.
"Cradle to grave" welfare falls
under Friedman's gaze next as he
deplores the impossible attempts at
government-run welfare programs.
However, in answer to a question
from Peter Jay, Britain's am-

bassador to the United States, he
opposes any measures to reduce
inequality. Friedman's solution to
the problem is a negative income
tax system which would dismantle
the welfare bureaucracy and give
the poor a minimum income
through the Internal Revenue
Service. This will gradually wean
the poor from their dependence on'
the government. He argues against
in-kind benefits and current
welfare programs because they
inhibit taxpayers and the poor from
deciding how their money is to 'be
spent while benefitting the upper
and middle classes.
The fifth show deals with
equality. Friedman disapproves of
programs which attempt to achieve
equality of outcome, while he
supports equality of opportunity.
He continues by asserting that a
free-market economy is best suited
to improving the condition of the
worst-off. As an example of "where
the government seeks to enforce

Bits & Pieces of Fine Flics
by Nick Noble
Trinity was quiet over Spring
vacation. The oarspeople devoted
themselves to their sport and the
nerds like me were bent studiously
over books. Except for movies. I
saw nine movies over vacation, four
at Cinestudio and five on television. They ranged in quality from
A-plus to abysmal, and they were,
in no chronological order:
;

.

•••

;

.

»

.

-

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

:

.

•

Easter Parade,'an Irving Berlin
extravaganza with Fred Astaire
and Judy Garland. The music is
nice, but the film really isn't much.
A young Peter Lawford just simpers with charm as Astaire's
collegiate friend. It's too bad he
can't sing. Garland ends up
stealing the picture, with a wellturned performance and that way
with a song that could"sell the
dullest show. There is a clever
scene early in the film, with Fred
teaching Judy to dance, that is
better than the rest of the film, but
it was all done better in...
Swing Time, with Fred and the
incomparable Ginger Rogers. This
was a Cinestudio offering, immaculately directed by that master
craftsman George Stevens (Woman
of the Year, A Place In The Sun,
Gunga Din, Shane, Giant). While I
am not as enthralled with Astaire's
Bojangles number as are some
critics (I get the feeling that people
• call something a classic so often
and fot so long that the reference
, becomes automatic, without really
close or in-depth observation) I was
still impressed by it. The best is the
"Pick Yourself Up" number, perhaps the most persona! and appealing of any of the Astaire/Rogers
song-and-dance routine over the
years. The supporting cast is
uniformly perfect, and the entire
production completely enjoyable,
Comanche was a TV offering,
featuring Dana Andrews as a
compassionate and fearless Indian
scout out to make peace with his
cousin, Chief Kwanah' Parker.
Sound awful? You bet. Badly acted
(Andrews has given much much
better performances), it has also
been better done (Broken Arrow for
starters) and watching this absolute butchering of the western
genre made one long for John
Ford.

times when one wished he had
stayed with the western. Oh, it had
its strong points. Frederic March
was a perfectly acceptable Bothwell
and Katharine Hepburn was also
good in the title role, despite the
incongruity of her accent. After a
while you begin to realize that with
a small leap of faith by a friendly
audience Hepburn's talent makes
her unique accent suitable for any
role. The sets and costumes were
sumptuous, and the picture was
• filmed beautifully. There was also
the music, and the crowds of
people singing Scottish songs. Ford
has always been good at using
music to-evoke the character of a
culture. In Mary of Scotland he
manages to do for Scotland what he
did for Wales in HQ.W Green Was
My Valley and for Ireland in The
Informer and The Quiet Man, some
of his better non-western films. But
Ford's insistence on using his stock
company players created bad performances from Donald Crisp and
John Carradine, and the un-historical and ail-too simplistic Maxwell
Anderson play from which the film
was adapted didn't help at all. The
film, frankly, creaked with age and
awkward, stilted handling. It too
was a Cinestudio offering, an
overrated effort in history-on-film
that was also attempted in . . .
Robin and Marian, another Cinestudio gem,- actually a neat try at
reconciling the death of Robin
Hood in legend (see Bullfinch's
Mythology) with the early legent
(see Errol Flynn) and historical fact
(see Dr. Cooper). Screenwriter
James Goldman does this rather
well, and it can be an enjoyable
film if the audience is aware of the'
background behind it. Sean Connery, Nicol Williamson, Robert
Shaw, and Richard Harris are all
competent,
often
compelling
actors, and Audrey Hepburn is
still, after all these years, beautiful. But the Goldmans (James and
William) have a bad habit of
writing anachronistic dialogue,
often they can't make up their
minds whether the film is to be a
comedy or a drama, (Butch Cassldy
and the Sundance Kid, The lion in
Winter, the Great Waldo Pepper)
and it doesn't always work.

The Green Berets, John Wayne's
hawkish celebration of the war in
Vietnam, was on television late one
night. It is just terrible, except for
Well, one got John Ford, with an occassionally powerful perforMary of Scotland, ,and .there,vvere , . mance, by David Jansen ast a_ war ^

correspondent. It isn't just its;
politics, either, although it is not
only politically reprehensible in
retrospect, but was villified even
then. It just is a bad film: poorly
written, preachy (no matter what is
preached, I hate a preachy film),
badly acted (I'm a John Wayne fan,
and he's been better so often I
don't want to count, and rarely
worse), and often ridiculous.
City In Fear was a first-run TV
movie, copied from the Son of Sam
scare in New York and set on the
West Coast. The acting was
superb. Robert Vaughn as the acid
newspaper editor sensation-seeking newspaper editor gives one of
his finest performances, certainly
his best since his nominated role in
The Young Philadelphians. Willian Daniels as his associate-with-aconscience is equally fine. In his
last role, the last David Jansen as
the writer who contacts the murderer and follows his *tory in print
is superb. There are surprisingly
few cliches in this sordid story,
although much of the last half-hour
seems somewhat contrived. The
acting makes the picture.

equality without freedom of
economic enterprise," Friedman
refers to India. In the discussion
period, he states that the elite will
benefit in any society, and the
ordinary man benefits most in
capitalism where risk-taking and
individual talents are most highly
prized.
Friedman turns his attention to
education next. He gives Boston's
Hyde Park High School as an
example of deteriorating public
education, clearly an atypical
illustration. He decries the centralization of educational control
and calls for a voucher system to
establish competition in education.
Under this proposal, parents would
be given a voucher to pay for
schooling if they choose not to
send their children to public
schools. This solution is severely
criticized in the discussion because
private schools would refuse to
admit the least intelligent and the
mentally and physically handicapped, thus increasing the
burden on public schools by
draining students .with less

specialized needs, and enriching
private schools.
The ninth program in the series
is a forum for Friedman to explain
his monetarist theories. He bases
his macroeconomic policy on the
stable growth of the money supply.
Using an illustration of how brides
were bought with tobacco in early
America, he explains that when the
supply of tobacco, money, increased, the price of brides, goods
and services, also increased. He
then relates this to the economy as
a whole.
Though rarely in the mainstream
of economic policy discussions
because of his extreme libertarian,
free market opinions, Friedman is a
persuasive proponent of this
viewpoint. "Free to Choose"
resume on March 22; the series airs
Saturdays at 10:30 A.M. and again
at 9:00 P.M. on Connecticut Public
Television. Viewer Guides are
available from the producing
television station, WQLN in Erie,
PA. Milton and Rose Friedman
have also written a book of the
same title based on the series and
their life.

Arts Calendar
MUSIC
Hartford Symphony Orchestra: all-Beethoven program, April 30,
8:lSp.m., Bushnell Memorial Hall. Call: 246-6807.
Springfield Symphony Orchestra: Robert Gutter, conductor; Fine
Arts Center, U. Mass. Rudolph Firkusny, piano, April 25, 8 p.m.
Call: (413) 267-9615.
Itzhak Perl man, violinist: Jorgenson Auditorium and Gallery,
April 17, 8:15 p.m. Call: 486-4226.
The Sounding Board: Katzberg and Snyder, singing English
ballads; April 19, 8 p.m. Call 563-3263.
THEATRE
Downtown Cabaret Theatre: "The P.T. Barnum Show," by
Claude McNeal and Jerome Kiity, April 11-May. Call: 576-1634.
The Aetna Players: "The Crucible," by Arthur Miller, April 18
and 19, 8 p.m. Call: 273-6233.
New England Repretory Theatre: "Jesse and the Bandit Queen,"
by David Freeman, opens March 20, Thursday and Friday,. 8 p.m.,
Saturday, 5 p.m. and 8 p.m., and Sunday at 2 p.m. through May'4.
Call: (617) 798-8685.
Long Wharf Theatre: "The Caretaker," by Harold Pinter,
through April 20; "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" by Edward
Albee, through May 11. Call: 787-4284.
ART
Wadsworth Atheneum: the work of Toshio Odate in the Lyons
Gallery, April 15-June 22; models and drawings for three buildings
designed by Richard Meier, April 25-June 15; "de-architecture" in
the Matrix gallery, April 9-May 31. Yale University: The Camden Town Qroup, a loan exhibit
exploring a movement in twentieth-century British art, opens in the
Yale Center for British Art, April 16.

The cream of my vacation was ,
The Seduction of Joe Tynan. Alan
Alda is perfect as the liberal
senator from New York who aspires
for the top. The film moves at a
DANCE
brisk pace, is well written, well
Lar Lubovitch Dance Company: April 24, 8 p.m. Bushnell. Call:
directed, and well filmed. The
246-6807.
' - : . • • •
musical soundtrack is an added
Mischief Mime: A feminist mime troupe. Friday, April 18, at 8:00
plus, and.it is a moving, finelyp.m. Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center. Admission is free.
turned film. Meryl Srreep is sexy,
southern, and real in her' excellent
supporting role, Equally perfect is
Barbara Harris as Alda's wife,
seeking to be independent of her
husband's fame. And this has
Poet Alfred Corn will read from Introduction Award and the
turned'but to be Melvyn Douglas' his works at 8:00 pm on Thursday,
Ingram Merrill Award. "Poetry
year for supporting performances. April 17, in the Wean Lounge,
Magazine" awarded him both the
His dying captain of industry in Mather Campus Center, at Trinity
George Dillon and the Oscar
Being There was Oscar material, College. The event is free and open
Blumenthal Poetry Prizes. He has
and as the aging southern senator to the public.
been the recipient of Woodrow
in Joe Tynan he is brilliant. Only
Wilson, Columbia Faculty, and
Com,
who
currently
teaches
at
the pat, compromise ending mars
Fellowships.
In
Yale University and Connecticut Fullbright
an otherwise successful film.
College, has published two December, 1978, he was invited to
Finally, I watched Going My volumes of poetry: AM Roads at read in a special program at the
Way for the millionth time, singing Once (Viking Press, 1976), and A Modern Languages - Assocaitiou
along with one of the most Call In the Midst of the Crowd meeting to commemorate the start
satisfying sentimental films every (Viking Press, 1978). A third of the Wallace Stevens centennial.
made. Despite lack of real sub- collection, The Various light, is Currently he is working under a
stance, Bing Crosby and Barry scheduled for publication in grant from the National EnFitzgerald are so perfect they September. His poens have ap- dowment for the Art..
deserved their awards. The seams peared in the "Nrsw '•' cri er," "New
Coin's ;.p.3t arat.ee at Trinity was
are beginning to show, but anyone Republic," "N-ition," "Kenyon arranged i5.y the Connecticut
who goes through life without Review," "Poetr/," ' Yale Review," Poetr1' C itcisit. with assistance
seeing this film is missing real and other pn o lioaLs.
from ( h j Connecticut Commission
.entertainment.,.
, ... Com !i;s ntcswed the *-'MHA oi. "h

Come to • Alfred Corn
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Are Trinity Musicians Hiding?

Write for Prizes
SHORT STORIES
The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $150, $100, and $75 for
short stories of any length. One submission per student. Deliver to
Professor Kincaid-Ehlers, Department of English.
POEMS
John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry: $150, $100,
and $75. From one to three submissions from each student. Deliver
to Professor Ogden, Department of English.
PLAYS
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama: $125, $75, and $35 for
one-act play scripts. One submission from each student. Deliver to
Professor Shoemaker, Austin Arts Center.
ESSAYS
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $200 and $125 for
expository writing. Papers originally written for college courses will
be accepted if conscientiously revised and retyped. One submission
from each student. Deliver to Professor Wheatley, Department of
English.
SPEECHES
The F.A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking: $325, $200, and $125.
All entries will be presented on Thursday evening, April 17, at 7:15
M P.M. before the judges and an audience in a location to be
fe announced. Contestants should submit their entries to Professor
1
\ George Nichols (Austin Arts Center) by Friday, April 11. Include
title, author, and running time (between 3 and 10 minutes) of the
selection to be presented.

I

DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
(Except for Public Speaking Contest)
Wednesday, April 16, at 4:00 P.M. This is a week and a half after
the end of spring vacation. All submissions should be typed. Deliver
manuscripts unfolded with your name on all pages in upper right
corner. Include a large, self-addressed envelope for return.
Winners will be announced at the Honors Day Ceremony,
Wednesday, May 14, at 1:30 P.M. in the College Chapel.
These contests are open to all undergraduate students (including
l.D.P. candidates) presently registered at Trinity College.
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT OF GREATER WATERBURY
presents

MAYNARD FERGUSON
and

HEEBIE MANN
IN CONCERT

Saturday
April 26, 1980
at 8:00 p.m.
PALACE THEATER
100 Easl Wain Street
Wateibury. CnnnL'cticut

GENERAL ADMISSION S8.50

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT.
M&M Ticket S,il<'». Dantuiry

LaSalle Records. West ll<irlli>ul

Spurt House. C i m . m

Rimes Records; uiw 'A ih.i .

Wonillnnv Ski i HiicquLM. Wnodbuvy

by Lynn Susman
Sunday evening's orchestra concert, which began innocently
enough with Faure's, Pavane,
turned into quite a dramatic event.
The bulk of the program included
Beethoven's Triple Concerto, with
exhuberant soloists Sanda Schuldmann, piano; Harry Clark, cello;
and Peter Sacco, violin; and
Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony.
Trinity's modest-sized orchestra,
was augmented by instrumentalists
from Hartt College. In fact, Hartt
players numbered approximately
thirty, (are Trinity's musicians
hibernating?). The Trinity College
Orchestra, conducted by Gerald
Moshell, performed "A Program of
Nineteenth Century Music" on

The Arts By Trinity
The Trinity College Chapel Singers will appear in concert on.
Friday, April 18 at 8:15 p.m. in the'
Trinity College Chapel. The concert
will feature works by William Byrd,
Maurice Durufle, Trinity student
composer Anthony Shenton '81 and
composer-in-residence
Robert
Edward Smith. The featured work
will be "Rejoice in the Lamb," by
Benjamin Britten. Solosits for the
Britten work are Lynn Hyatt '80,
Michael Muchmore '83, Peter
Brown '82, and Douglas Rollins
'82.
The Trinity College Chapel Singers are directed by John Rose,
College Organist and Director of
Chapel Music. Admission is free,

CATCH UP ON CREDITS
u
Air Conditioned - Gas Saving
MATTATUCK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OFFERS

Convenient location, New Campus
7 Eight Weeks/Days & Evenings
Classes meet twice weekly
'25 per credit
Classes start June 9th / J u l y 31st
For FREE brochure call 757-9661 x295

•

. Junior AchifiVment Cruli'r. W.iteil'i

NAME

OR SEND THIS COUPON TO Summer Session
MattatuckC.C.

All Tickelron Locations

•

•••'•

ADDRESS

MAD MURPHY'S
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

Thurs.-Fri., April.17 & 18 -face to ftce
Sat, April 19 - Daoelng wSfh Henry
Sun., April 20 • Northern etiythm,
. Nevanl and Dr.< Jazz
W@f§., April 23
81© t e Bar
OPEN LATE HOURS
22 OiygOgy PLACE

instruments and the orchestra. The
ensemble playing was fiery and
intense. Ms. Schuldmann, Mr
Clark, and Mr. Sacco displayed
complete technical control and
more importantly, unity. Themes
passed effortlessly among the trio
members and Ms. Schuldmann
imitated the string sound at the
keyboard. Excitement was maintained even in the quietest moments of the Rondo; Mr, Clark's
transition between movement tv,Q
and three was especially smooth. K
slight hindrance to this virtuoso
playing was the tendency of Mr,
Sacco to dominate the volume.
Although this problem was not
evident throughout, the solo violin
passages could have been softer.
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 5
in E minor, opus 64, put the
orchestra in the limelight. The
beginning warm clarinet playing
Hartford artist Irene C. Reed will paved the way for a clear, rich horn
exhibit her fibre constructions at solo in the second movement.
the Women's Center April 10 Tchaikovsky's luscious melodies
through May 2. The exhibit is served as outlets for fine string
entitled
"Dimensions/Tube tone. A full-bodied brass choir lent
Series." Ms. Reed, who crochets harmonic support to the strings,
her sculptures with fine cotton making the tuttis into strong
threads, will be showing recent melodies. The links between tuttis
work in which she has incorporated however, especially in the woodmetal along with the fibres.
wind section, were far from
The Jesters production of smooth. Movement three, in which
"Through the Looking Glass," a the strings and brass sacrificed
collage of dramatic pieces, poetry, pitch and tone for rhythm, proved
songs and dance with 9 women, problematic. Synchronization was
will take place Tuesday, April 15 not together here, and the tempo
and Thursday April 17 at 8:00 p.m. was slow.
and Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. The
The orchestra displayed a fine
performances at Garmany Hall in effort and the soloists brought
the Austin Arts Center are free of great .taIent^*hMgtfgraggg^'<
admission charge.

both Saturday and Sunday nights.
This reviewer was part of a scant
audience on Sunday.
Beethoven's Concerto for Piano,
Violin, and Violoncello, opus 56,
began with a low string rumble and
crescendocd to a powerful forte.
Although the orchestra basically
provided accompaniment to the
soloists, the strings were generally
crisp in sound while the woodwinds
were often muddy, and horn
entrances lacked conviction. Synchronization between the orchestra
and the trio was untimely on
occasion, as in the first entrance of
the soloists in the Allegro. Mr.
Moshell, however, must be given
credit for his adroitness in the
difficult task of cueing three solo

,

•••

750 Chase Pkwy.

Waferbury, CT06708
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A MIME

Mischief Mime, a feminist mime
troupe, will perform at Trinity
College on Friday, April 18 at 8:00
p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre of the
Austin Arts Center. The event,
which is sponsored by the Trinity
Women's Center, is free, and
public is invited to attend.
Their work is a mixture of
traditional pantomime, and modern
improvisational political theatre.
Their skits are all original and
strongly feminist.
Citizens for Buckley, Inc.
Well-spoken telephone personnel
in Hartford. Flexible part-time
hours. Day and evenings. Salary
based on experience. Call Mr.
Kostad, 523-4265.

0
N
1980

STUDY LAW IN WASHINGTON
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
BEGIN SEPTEMBER 1980

POTOMAC SCHOOL OF LAW
THE WATERGATE
2600 Virginia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 337-3880
LSAT/LSDAS required
Potomac School of Law is not yet accredited by the
American Bar Association. If provisional accreditation Is not
received before a student graduates, the student may not be
eligible to sit for the bar examination In most jurisdictions.

D
i
a
l
.
.
.
a summer job:
800-33H000
Work as a Manpower
temporary. Flexible
schedules. Good pay.
Assignments available in
your college town or
hometown. Please call,
toll free.

RMNTOWER'
TEMPORARY SERVICES
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Baseball Commentary

BANTAM SPORTS

, The Commander's
Last Spring
The
and
Mr,
yed
and
lies
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by Nick Noble
On a bright spring day in 1977 a young Trinity pitcher took to the
mound to start a double-header against Coast Guard in New
London. The tall righthander turned in a strong' performance,
pitching shutout ball and allowing only two hits over the game's
seven innings.
More than a year later, a humiliated Bantam team was trailing
the Wesleyan Cardinals 20-0 on a cold, windy weekday afternoon in
early April at Middletown. A Trinity batter singled with two outs in
the ninth, and the same pitcher volunteered to enter the game as a
pinch-runner. Feeling the sting of defeat, the Trinity sophomore
stole second and third, but the inning ended leaving him stranded,
. his team shut out.
His name was Bill Lynch.
Such were the memories stirred by Trinity Baseball's first
winning week up north since that New London weekend in 1977,
memories mostly of the pitcher who has been considered the ace of
the staff since his freshman spring, when he led the team with a 4-4
record and a 2.98 ERA.
It hasn't been an easy four years for "The Commander". Not that
he has always pitched brilliantly, but his style has always been
marked by intelligence and control, and his outings have been, with
- rare exceptions, usually good enough to win. But over the last three
years the breaks have just not been with him. Either the offense
wasn't there, or the defense, or both. Or on days when he had that
elusive combination, the opposition's defense would rob Trinity
hitters with great catches and impossible plays.
Lynch has led the Bantams in most pitching categories every
year. Twice his ERA was under 3.00, .and his 7-16 career mark going
into this season is deceptive.
There had been other days. In the first game up north in 1978
Lynch started against yale in New Haven. For seven innings he was
locked in a pitcher's duel with the Eli hurler. "Erinity had a slight
edge, on a Jim Smith home run. But Bantam errors had allowed
Yale to get within striking distance and had forced Lynch to throw
more pitches, When Nabani, the Yale left-fielder, robbed Len Lortie
and Al Waugh of home runs by reaching over the fence, the
sophomore ace worked harder to protect the slim lead. But it was
early in the season and his arm was tired. Yale won.
Then, later that same season, after two years of disastrous loss
after loss vo Wesleyan, Lynch finally beat them, 2-1, in the first
game of a double-header at Trinity. It had been a hard seven
innings, but he was happy. Then, the next season, Lynch's junior
year, he led the team with a 3.92 ERA, but his record was 0-5. Still,
Me was eiectcd Co-Captain.
,,••• V-Mis ,,past. Friday at Williams it all came together for the
Commander. Bill'Lynch took command over 'the Eph-men from the
start, scattering four hits over nine full innings, and Trinity won
10-2. It was the first time Lynch had gone nine innings in a Trinity
uniform. It was also the first time the senior Co-Captain had
finished a game stronger than when he started, as he struck out two
• of the last three batters he faced.
In more than 15.innings so far this season Bill Lynch's ERA is a
brilliant 0.59. It seems the offense is there for him, and the defense
is above the average of the last few years.
Every time he strolled off the mound at Williams he nodded to
questions: "My arm feels good. I'm fine." It was early in the
season, and Coach Robie Shults had considered taking him out after
sixty pitches or so. But after the seventh inning the pitcher and
coach conferred, and Shults called to reliever John Valencia and told
him to stop warming up. Lynch was going the distance. He did.
I know it's too early, really, to jump for joy, But Bill Lynch is
psyched to make his last season his best. It is his final spring, and
he's looking to go out in style, looking strong. So far so good, and
whatever the outcome, definitely a class act. ,-
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Bench Press
Tourney
The Bantam Barbell Club will be
holding a bench press tournament
at the Ferris Athletic Center on
Sunday, April 27. All members of
the College community are eligible
to enter.
Trophies, medals and ribbons
will be awarded to the top three
finishers in each weight class.
Competitions will be in the 138,
148,156, 165,178, 187,195, 210 and
Unlimited body weight classes. A
trophy will also be given to the
outstanding lifter.
The deadline for entries is April
24. Contact Bob Herbst, Box 1750,
249-4318 or Dom Rapini, Box 327,
249-3416.

Schedule Changes
The Varsity Track Team will meet WPI on May 3 at 1 PM instead
of April 30 as indicated on the Spring Sports schedule. Also, the JV
Tennis team will meet Kingswood on April 18 instead of April 29.

Trin Swimmers At Nationals
The top two Chet's Chicks, Denise Jones and freshman Anne
Ward, put Trinity on the map with their respective performances at
the Nationals last month. Jones took a fourth in the 50 yard
Breastroke and sixth in the 100, while Ward, in her first year of
college competition, broke her own school record with a fine
showing in the 100 yard Freestyle. Hearty congratulations are due
senior captain Jones, as this season she proved once and for all that
she is the finest breastroker in New England.

Women's Lax Downed By Tufts
quarters of the team traveled south. The Tufts attack penetrated Trinity
to Boca Raton to participate in the territory and within a short time
American Lacrosse Camp which had tied the Bantams. At the
carries a staff consisting of several halfway mark, Trin only led by one,
U.S. Team players. Under the
The second half stanza was a
watchful eye of Coach Sheppard, tough one for Trinity. Despite some
team members learned and re- good defense, Tufts outscored the
learned some of the basics of
Bants and took the game away. The
lacrosse as well as new playmaking final score was 11-8, Tufts on top.
techniques. Despite the strong sun Dottie Bundy, Sherry Benzel and
cont. from p. 16
and horrible food, Trinity contin- Kathleen Fell scored two apiece for
next to highest. Still, the boat had ued to impress both the staff and
Trinity, while Katie Jebb and Lisa
open water with only 500 meters other teams.
Nolen tallied one each.
gone; they increased the lead
Upon their return and reunion
The Junior Varsity scored rethroughout and won by 26 seconds,"
with the other members of the venge on the Jumbos with a 5-1
crossing the line in 5:28.5.
team, the laxwomen were met with victory. Some great playing on the
Next week, t h e " crews race
poor field conditions and a week of part of sophomores Lisa Donohue,
Drexel and Georgetown at PrinBad weather. Hard wor,k and Melissa Gagen and Parsons Witceton. Preparations will be intense,
enthusiasm brought them through beck sparked the victory.
as Georgetown is expected to be
the remainder of the week as they
fast; they were the only crew ever
prepared for their opener.
to be ahead of the Varsity outside
Saturday, the team boarded the
of the finals of the Dad Vail. Both
bus
to travel to Medford (-"Mudthe Varsity and the JV are rowing
well, having made vast im- ford" is a more accurate description) for a game with Tufts; The
provements over the long two
weeks of Spring
Vacation. Bantams scored immediately, and
by Dede Seeber
However, there are still many things appeared bright. Some
brilliant
up-and-down
field
play
by
mountains to climb and many
The Trinity Men's Varsity Tennis
crews' to beat befgre Trinity can Sherry Benzel and excellent play- team opened up their season
rest easy with another point trophy making by Katie Jebb sparked the Friday with a home match against
attack. However, things turned
from the Dad Vail."
against the Blue and Gold women.. Bowdoin College. The Bantams
looked strong, beating Bowdoin 8With a week of Florida sun and
fun behind them, Trinity's Women's Lacrosse team came roaring
back to Hartford to mentally and
physically prepare for the tough
schedule which lies ahead. Three

Women's Crew

Men's Tennis
1-1

Ultimate Frisbee Opens Season

1

'

"

'

The Varsity team, comprised of
four juniors and three freshman, is
Last Friday, Trinity's Ultimate consistently excellent game, and
an experienced group, having four
Frisbee team took on the freshman Bill Wubbenhorst, who
returning lettermen and some new
University of New Haven's Space- elicited cries of "Woobie!" from
frosh talent. Drew Hastings, the
Chargers at New Haven for the the sidelines for the amazing
number one player from last year,
opening game of the spring season. defensive skills he displayed
is back in the top position. Jamie
Trinity began well by -scoring the throughout the contest.
Brown holds the number two slot,
first goal easily through • the New
The team practices every weekwith freshmen Steve Solik and Rob
Haven defense. New Haven then day afternoon at 5:00:on the chapel
Rexor occupying the .3 and 4
tied the game and moved ahead, quad, weather permitting. All
positions respectively. Nick
keeping their lead throughout the interested men and women are
Rigopulos, a junior, and John
game, despite two efforts by Trinity welcome to play. Next Saturday
Winkleman, a'freshman, round out
that tied the score. The final tally Trinity opens at home against
the singles squad at ft 5 and # 6.
was New Haven 24 to Trinity's 18. Central Connecticut State College.
The doubles contingent, with
Despite the inexperience of The game will be played on the
three
teams, consists of Brown and
many of the players, Trinity played Quad. The game promises to be
Solik at # 1, Hastings and Rexor at
well. Outstanding performances close and everyone is encouraged
H 2, and Winkleman arid Roger
were achieved by, among others, to attend .what should be an exKnight at the number three spot.
Captain Davjd Dunn, turning in a citing contest.
The Bowdoin match, held at
home on the outdoor hard courts
and the indoor courts, proved to be
a sweep for the Bantams, as they
by Bruce Zawodniak
the #3 singles spot. Elton, who lost lost only one match - the number
Elton First outlasted AD 3-0 to their only match by forfeit, played two doubles. Hastings was in fine
claim the intramural squash title. four games without the services of form in his singles match, however,
The match, tougher than the score an interning Eckel.
as he overcame his opponent 6-3, 6indicated, decided the crown as
Reiner posted an 8-0 individual 0. '
.
both- squads finished at 7-1. (No mark, while Eckel garnered _a 4-0
Saturday, the team traveled to
playoffs were held). In the ti 1 record, Greenleaf and Wicknertz Hanover, New Hampshire to take
position, junior Mark Eckel bested finished at 7-1 and 6-2 respectively on Dartmouth College. UnPeter Greenleaf 2-0. Junior Mike for AD. Dave Kurtz, who paced fortunately, their opponents
Reiner decisioned John Wicknertz Crow to a third place finish, proved to be too strong, as the
2-1 while strong-finishing Fred registered a 6-2 record in the # 1 Bantams were shut out 9-0.
Schwartz ousted Tom Hunter 2-1 in singles slot.
This week, the Varsity team took
on
UHart yesterday (results were
Alumni Trophy Standings
unavailable
at press time), and they
(Top 5 teams)
meet Yale in New Haven today.
Wednesday is the second home
The Force
345
match, against Springfield. Come
Crow
296
out on Wednesday and support the
AD
276
Bantams in their second Rome
Elton First
263
match of the season.
155

Elton Wins Squash Title
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en s Lax 'Undefeated In First Three Outings
44 Performance In Suncoast Tourney Bodes Well For Season
§

by Nancy Lucas

2
The Men's Varsity Lacrosse
< team promises to be a force to
jj* contend with, as their early season
!£ play seems to indicate. The Bants
m
came home from Florida with a 4-1
mark in the Suncoast Lacrosse
Tournament, and began their
regular season by going for three
straight wins, over Westfield State,
Amherst and Tufts.-

Attackmen Scott Growney [above] and Jamie Birmingham [below] were the leading scorers for Trin in
Florida. Growney topped all with 24 points, while Birmingham was the assist leader with 14 [he had 21
total points.]

in the midwest, and Ashland shows
a lot of promise. But the Trin team
had few problems putting the score
out of reach, 11-5. No Bantam
scored more than two goals
Upon returning North after a
week of vacation, the Bantams
opened their season last Monday
against Westfield State. The game
was closer than it should have
been, as the teams were tied at
halftime, 5-5, A strong second haii
was Trin's saving grace, as the highpowered attack ot- Growney
Birmingham and Mike Bugm-ia
tallied nine goals between them.

At the Florida State Fairgrounds
in Tampa, a group of 28 Bantams
just barely made the opening faceoff in an afternoon contest with
Michigan State. After straggling in
Rain prececded the Amhers,t
at all hours of the night and that
morning, the laxmen were not contest on Wednesday, although
. expected to fare quite as well as the skies cleared up a bit as the
they eventually did, capturing a game progressed. In a sloppy gamenew Suncoast record with a 28-1 marred by an abundance of ground
victory. The scoring was quile well balls and unnecessary penalties,
distributed, but Jamie Birmingham, the Bantams pulled ahead of the
Scott Growney and Bob Plumb Lord Jeffs early and had to weather
held the high-scoring honors with an attempted comeback in the
8, 7, and 6 points respectively. fourth period to garner their
Growney scored six goals on seven second win of the season, 12-6.
shots, while Plumb followed with 4. Growney and Plumb again were
Ward Classen, reserve attackman. the high scorers for Trinity.
contributed five goals to the
The Bantams finished their
runaway Bantam total.
unbeaten week with a tense battle
The team met Williams the with the Jumbos of Tufts in
following morning, and despite Medford. Tied at three at the hall.
four assists from both Birmingham the blue-shirted home team pulled
and Peter'Duncan and three goals ahead by two goals. The Bantams
apiece for Growney and Plumb, matched the Tufts five-point third
Trin came out on the short end of a period and outstanding play by
the goalies at both ends kept [he
15-10 tally. • ,
scoring in the fourth period quarter,
The next three games were all down to one apiece. The teams
wins for the Bantams. Particularly
ended regulation time in a '•)•')
impressive was goalie Gregg
Caserta, as he allowed only 11 stalemate, and the game was sent
goals against -wlftte v*tB^p1Tr|r"'^'
attempts.
Ohio State fell to the Bantams
17-5; Peter Duncan was the hot
hand, coming up with the hat trick
and lour assists. Plumb and
Growney also tallied three
each. Springfield was a not-soeasy victory; the contest was
especially tight as the Indians came
within one point in the fourth
quarter, but goals by captain Doug
Bennett and Scott Growney less
than a minute apart clinched the
11-8 victory.
After Ashland spoiled Williams'
chance of an undefeated tournament record, they were pitted to
take on the Bantams in the, final
confrontation of th.e week.
Lacrosse is an up-and-coming,sport

"I h e l u m b o s i h u .iU-ncd '.•• s m i o
t.Mil\ in O l
hut w h e n the B.unc l e a r e d a n d t o o k c o n t r o l in liifii

offensive zone, there was little
question as to the outcome. A hunt
halfway through the period, [vug
Bennett fed Scott Growney in -fruit
of the net and Growney sent me
ball past the netminder for his thud
of the day and Trin's third straitiW
win.
This week is a crucial one for th"
laxmen. Today, the team travels u>
Williams to try and avenge their
past losses at the hands of the Ephmen. Williams may be (he Bantams
biggest obstacle to an undefeated
season. Then, on Thursday, Trinity
meets Holy Cross in ther home
opener at .i pm.'
x

Golf Team Strong In Opening Loss
-r*

head-to-head for a possible total of
three points: one point for the front
nine, one point for the back nine,
and one point for the total eighteen
holes. Match play makes the
confrontation more competitive
and allows a player to have a
couple of bad holes without
destroying his chances of Victory.
Coach Ted Coia's squad features
six returning lettermen. Leading
the squad are co-captains Rob
-Golding and John O'Connell.
Johnny-O is playing number one
this year, and his position at tht top
seems unapproachable by the rest
of the team. The senior leadership
of Golding and David Koeppel was
evident in the match against
UHart, when they embarrassed
their opponents by winning a total
of six points between them.

ball very solidly this year, and he
will definitely be a dominant factor
in the upcoming matches.
The Trinity Golf team 1 comA successful season will hinge on
menced play last week at Farthe play of juniors Chuck- Raymer,
mington Woods Country Club. On
Ben Proctor and Rob Rosnerr All
Tuesday, with only one practice
three are experimental golfers and
round under their belts, the
could move up the roster at any
Bantam linksters took on URI and
time.
the University of Hartford. Before
The only freshman to make the
they had even teed the ball up, the
team is Sara Koeppel. Sara will be
Bantams had one victory on their
a big asset to the team in the next
record when URI forfeited the
few years. In college golf, she is not
match by tailing to show up.
given the advantage of playing
Unfortunately, this easy victory
from the ladies' tees, so she is
was offset by a narrow 11-10 defeat
teeing up with the rest of the team
at the hands of UHart.
and proving that she does not need
The 11-10 score may seem odd to
an advantage in yardage.
some golf enthusiasts but that is
The linksters were scheduled to
only because this year, the golfers
play Tufts and Colby last Friday,
are competing in match play inbut due to heavy rains last week,
stead of medal play in all their
the meet was postponed until a
home meets. Under this new
later date. The next outing for the
system, each player is matqhed.
Filling out the top five are Bantams will be this Friday, against
with his counterpart on the op- sophomores David Congdon and Wesleyan and Coast Guard, at
posing team. These two players go loe Upton. Congdon is hitting the HOME.
by Joe Upton

Matt Smith Is one member of the outstanding defensive corps which
gave up less than seven goals a game in Florida lax action...
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Bantam Nine Rebounds After Shaky Southern Trip
by John Valencia
Prior to the spring, many area
sports writers felt that the Trinity
College Baseball team would fare
poorly. After all, in the past two
seasons, they have only won a
combined total of five games. But
one would think that with all but
two players returning, there
would be hope for the coming year.
Not necessarily so. Coach Robie
Shults and his troops knew that if
they were to have a winning
season, they needed to work on

their defense. Many times last year,
the team saw games slip from their
grasp as a result of poor fielding
and pitching. So, as the team
headed to Florida in late March,
the big question was - could they
find the "D"?
It appeared that they had found
it during their first week of stay in
Clearwater, as they held the
Philadelphia Phillies' farm team
Helena to just four runs in four
games. In two of the victories,
pitchers Bill Lynch, Nelson Toner,

Kevin Doyle,' John Valencia and
Mike Goss combined to hurl backto-back shutouts. Although the
pitchers did a commendable job
and the fielders played errorless
ball, Helana was not a very strong
hitting ball club. The true test for
the Bantams would come the
following week when they would
take on the University of Tampa
and Eckerd College of St.
Petersburg. Both teams, already
having thirty games under their
belts, were considered excellent
Division II ball clubs.

Bantam co-captain Bob Almquist stole four bases and scored three runs in the 10-2 triumph over
Williams.
photo by Keryn.Grohs ••.

Women Tracksters Take First Meet
The Trinity Women's- Track Kalhy Schlein and Maureen Guck,
team opened their season on April also a sophomore, coasted to a first
12 at Amherst with a victory over and second respectively in the 440
the Lady Jeffs. The final tally came yd. run. Old lady veteran Lanier
to 56-42, in favor of the 12-woman Drew ran a personal best and
Bantam contingent.
school record of 5:30.1 while
Freshman Liz Torrey .started the grabbing a second in the mile. She
Bantams off on the right foot, " was backed up by strong finishes
leaping to a first place in1 the long from sophomore Claudia Piper and
jump. Marissa Ocasio, another California frosh Kelly Higashi.
frosh, performed well in the weight
The Lady Bantams entered a
events, capturing a second place in strong threesome, consisting of
both the shot and discus. Behrens, Torrey and Nancy Dann,
Sophomore MaryAnn Connors and in the 100 yd. dash, and they raced
freshman
Wendy
Kershner to a second, third and fifth place
rounded out the field events, taking respectively. In an exciting 880 yd.
third in the javelin and first in the race, Super Schlein faked her
high jump.
opponent out with a heavy
The 440 Relay team of Connors, breathing and kicked to her second
Julie Behrens, Torrey and Kersh- first of the day. Claudia Piper
ner ran away with a first to lead off followed up with a smooth third
the running events. Sophomore place finish.

Julie Behrens ran the most
sensational race of the day,
finishing first in the 220 yd. dash.
She ran a personal and school best
of .29.2 as she blew past her opponent, who had previously beaten
her in the 100. This victory clinched the meet for the Bantams.
.Nancy Dann also had a fine
showing in the 220, capturing third.
The two-mile runners, Drew,
Bailey Johnston and Higashi,
strided to second, fourth and fifth,
respectively, The Bantam team of
Piper, Connors, Kershner and
Schlein ended the afternoon on a
good note with a strong first place
finish in the mile relay.
The lady tracksters are off to a
good start. Come watch their nexthome meet tomorrow, Wednesday,
at 3 PM against Williams.

Men's Track Falls To Amherst, 85-65
A strong running Amherst team
parlayed a 63-19 margin in the
track events to outdistance the
visiting Bantam trackmen, 85-65,
on Saturday. Despite the loss, the
0-1 Blue and Gold threw well in the
weight events. Junior Chip
McKeehan broke his school record
in the javelin with a 196*6 Vi"
second place tossv. Captain Jeff
Mather captured the discus
I146'3"), led a sweep in the shot
put, with Dom Rapini and Pete
Smialek 2-3, and placed second in
the hammer throw. Justin George
grabbed a close third in the ball
and wire event.
Frosh Bruce Zawodniak and
Tony Smith both flopped 6' in
taking 1-2 in the high jump.
Zawodniak and frosh Scott Nesbitt

finished 2-3 in the high hurdles. In
the triple jump, the Bants
engineered a sweep as Tony Pace,
Dave Smith and Paul Merrigan
bounded, to 1-2-3 place finishes.
Merrigan added -a second in the
long jump while Bob Reading was
victorious in the pole vault (9'6").
Frosh Pat Lyle sprinted to
seconds in the 100 (10.6) and 220
(23.4) and teamed with John
Brennan, Larry Dowd and
Merr|gan to garner the laurels in
the 4 x 110 relay. Brennan hurdled
to a third in the 440 intermediates.
Senior Bob Keyes (53.8), senior
Alex Sherwood (2:03.5) and junior
Bob Williams (4:41.4) each
grabbed a third place in the 440,
880 and mile respectively against a

tough Lord Jeff middle-distance
squad.
. "I knew we had to do well in the
field events to keep the meet close
(Trin outscored Amherst in those
events, 46-22)," commented Coach
Rick Hazleton. "Only 19 points in
the running events hurt us but
Amhersj is very strong in the
middle-distance events. They've
also been back from their break for
three weeks and we only had a
week outdoors to prepare for the
meet.
Individually,
Chip
McKeehan had an excellent day in
breaking his record by 5'/i feet.
The high jumpers also did surprisingly well for the first meet of
the season."
The Bantams host Williams
tomorrow at 3 PM on Jesse Field.

In the contest against Tampa,
the Bantams struck quickly, as they
scored four runs in the second
frame. Key hits in the rally included Peter Martin's long RBI
triple to right center, followed by
Tom Savage's two-bagger. The 4-0
lead seemed pretty secure for
Trinity, as. senior ace Bill Lynch
had cruised through the first three
innings allowing just one hit, but in
the fourth and fifth, the righthander was touched for four runs.
Southpaw Nelson Toner then came
on in relief and performed well, but
errors cost him a few runs and as
the ninth inning approached,
Tampa enjoyed a 7-4 lead. But the
never-say-die Bants were not going
to give up. After being shut out for
six consecutive innings, they
bounced back to take the upper
hand 8-7. Savage led the inning off
with a walk and moved to third on
a single by pinch hitter Nick
Bordieri, Al Subbloie then came to
the plate and rapped the first pitch
to right center for a triple, driving
in both Savage and Bordieri. Freshman centerfielder Mike Elia then
followed with a Texas League hit to
right and eventually scored on a
Martin single. After the smoke had
cleared, the Bantams had the lead
; by one with Tampa having only one
more at bat. It was assumed that
Toner had the game won, but more
. errors put runners in scoring.
position. Fleet Tampa leftfieldei
Eddie Cowans took advantage of
the situation and slashed a Toner
fastball to left to knock in the
winning run. Final score: Tampa 9,
Trinity 8.

I could use a good laugh." Trin,
however, had the last laugh as they
crushed
Williams
10-2.
Righthander Lynch was marvelous
on the mound as he gave up just
four hits in going the route.
Designated hitter Frank Netcoh
and catcher Nick Bordieri led the
hitting barrage . with three hits
apiece. Leftfielder Bob Almquist
was a menance on the basepaths,
stealing four bases and scoring
three runs. But the most glittering
statistic of the day was the fact that
the Trinity nine commited only one
error. While third baseman Dennis
Gillooly and first baseman "Scoop"
Martin were making snares at the
corners, shortstop Steve Woods
and second baseman Len Lortie
were filling the void up the middle.
In the outfield, Almquist, Elia and
Subbloie were providing stellar
defense.
The Bants came back the next
day and gained a split with the
Coast Guard Academy. In the first
game, they managed just four hits
in a 4-2 loss. Their biggest threat
came in the second when they had
the bases loaded and two runs were
in, but when Steve Woods
grounded to second and a subsequent interference call was ruled
on Len Lortie, the inning had
ended. Kevin Doyle, who allowed
just five hits, was the tough luck
loser.

In the second game, Trinity
came back to score a thrilling 4-3
victory. Frank Netcoh drove in the
winning run with a two-out single in
the seventh". Freshman pitcher
Mike Shimeld pitched 3 and • Vi
Following the Tampa game, the innings of scoreless relief to pick
Bantams had the next two days off, up the win.
as rain caused the fields to be
After their first week up north,
unolayable. The layoff reaUy hurt
the team, as evidenced in their twi- the ball club had equalled last
nighter against Eckerd. Trin year's output of two victories. And
dropped both ends of the double- after their first set of games, one
header by lopsided scores of 14-2 would have to say that one of the
and 6-2. Once again it was shabby most impressive facets of this team
fielding that contributed to the is their bench. Any one of the subs
losses. As the team packed their can do the job well. Behind the
bags for the return trip, the plate the backup is- Steve
Question still remained — could Guglielmo, a .308 hitter after six
games. The infield reserves include
they find the "D"?
Tom Savage and Chuck Welsh,
and in the outfield there are the
*******
hard-hitting Todd Dagres, the
In the northern season opener, quick Ron Berthasavage, and the
the Bants traveled to Williams hustling Al Messier. Even though
College to face the Ephmen. There their record now stands at 2-4,
they met former baseball assistant there is optimism, and as long as*
coach at Trinity,
Carmen their defense holds up, Trinity
Palladmo, who said before. the baseball fans will have a lot to
game, "I'd like to be in attendance. cheer about this season.

Rugby Paced By
"New Blood"
by Doug Sauerhaft
Saturday, the Trinity Rugby
team trudged .through
the
quagmire that serves as the home
field to tie Yale Rugby team at 8,
New blood' served as the
mainstay of the Trinity attack, as
freshman phenomenon Kevin
Slattery, led Trinity to two impressive first half tries. The first try
was set up by strong running,
culminating in a nifty move by
captain Tom Miller. Miller faked
and passed the ball to Rich Leroux,
who in turn flipped the ball to a
streaking John Olear, who bolted in
for the first home score of the year.
The second try was scored by
Kevin Slattery after he took the
ball from a victorious Trinity scrum
and scampered around end for the
four points. On both occasions, the
conversion attempts failed. Poor
field conditions led to, shoddy

kicking from both sides. Late in the
game, Trinity drove downfield for
the potential winning points, but
the kick slid by the right upright,
much to the chagrin of the Trinity
players.
.. :
••'•'; .
•. In the/secone game, Trinity's B
squad, now 2-0, outdueled Yale on
the feet of Dave Synderwine, 64.
Snyderwine, playing in his second
game of the day, hit two difficult
field goal attempts to best the Bits.
The B's, made up of newer ruggers
(players are always welcome)
outlasted Yale, who scored their
only points with a try in the first
half. .
la a rugby flashback, it was
exactly one and a half seasons ago
that Andy Boyland passed out "on
the ball in the end zone to defeat a
mighty Providence College team,
who will be Triii's next home
opponent^
„. ; . » ^
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Trinity Men's Crew Takes Two
by Dan Boyne
A co,ld, gray, windy day greeted
ihe Bantam oarsmen when they
took to the water for their first race
of the spring season. But if the
bleak conditions were an ill omen,
it was one directed at the members
of the Coast Guard Academy.
A gusty, headwind had already
made the water quite choppy as the
freshman lightweights led off the
first race of the day, posting a time
of 8:06 to leave their rivals from
New London fifteen seconds
behind.
In the frosh heavyweight race
which followed, the same pattern
was repeated with an even greater
margin of victory: Trinity 8:15,
Coast Guard 8:41.
Perhaps the most exciting
moment of the day occurred when
the J.V. lights, down a full boat
length, caught and edged out their
competition in the last four
hundred meters. Boat member Bil!
Paine commented, "They had more
absolute speed, but our training
gave us the endurance to pass them
when they began to flail." The final
times were recorded as: Trinity
8:16 3, Coast Guard 8:16.6.
'Hie varsity lightweight race was
the only loss for the men's team. A
fast Coastie boat won by 1.8
seconds 17:06.5) to post the fastest
time of the day. Most of the team
Felt that they got off to a slow start
and would have won if the race was
a little bit longer.
The big event of the day was the
varsity heavyweight competition
lor the Emerson: Cup,• a trophy
which has been held by Coast
Guard for the past six years. Here
Trinity beat the Guard soundly,
7:07 to 7:15, despite rowing what
most members thought was only-a
fair race.
Finally, in an informal meet, the
1976 Trinity Henley champions,
including coaches Charlie Poole
and Buft Apfelbaum, challenged
the Coast Guard J.V: heavies and
lost by only six seconds, despite
minimal training.
Trinity often uses the Coast
Guard, one of the top crews in
their division, to test their strength.
The outstanding results of this
outing
may
have
indeed
foreshadowed the pattern of future
races.
But if there was any doubt as to
the depth of the squad, their next

meeting against_ UMass and URI
quickly removed it. A strong
current and steady crosswinds
could not prevent a Bantam
heyday.
Trinity's gutsy J. V. lightweight
eight began the celebration,
breaking contact with UMass to
win in 6:40.
The two freshman races that
followed.were practically identical;
both crews achieved "open water"
by the thousand meter mark, and
then extended their leads to over
six boat lengths. Final times were
6:05 for the heavies, and 6:32 for
the lights.
In a three-way contest between
heavyweight fours Trinity jumped
out to an early lead over UMass
and URI only to lose by five
seconds in the final sprint: UMass
7:18, Trin 7:23, and URI 7:37. The
four men and their cox for UMass
would soon find out how valuable
their Trinity betting shirts were
after the next two races.
The varsity lights were so fired
up for their race that they exploded
off the line, gained open water, and
left the URI boat twenty-seven
seconds behind. Translated into
crew terminology Hejiry Fox
explained, "We simply put the
hammer down." Their time of 5:56
was the fastest of the day.
At about this point in the
competition,
many
of
the
spectators 'became impatient with
the Bantam dominance. "This is
getting to be boring" exclaimed a
mamber of the Friends of Trinity
Rowing. : . , : • '

Varsity Lightweight coach Burt Apfelbaum consoles captain Gordie Armour on that boat's narrow loss
against Coast Guard. Coxswain Linda Buchln looks on. '
p h o t o coUrtesy of Debbje Davis

Women's Crew Hammers Holyoke, UMass
The night before the first race,
and the only home race, Friday,
April 4, the Women's Varsity Crew
received a telegram from Ireland^
It read: "Hammer MHC. Take a 10
for me. Your Absentee Starboard,
Lib." It was from Libby Kilbourn, a
junior who is studying abroad this
year and who rowed the five seat on
last year's varsity. Needless to say,

go all that well for the Lady Bants.
The start was great, except for a
few air strokes, and the second half
was great except for the crabcatching. In layman's terms, a crab
is when an oarsperson loses control
of the oar and it goes deep, causing
the boat to partially or completely
stop. Luckily, Trinity was so- far
ahead at that point that air strokes

one second margin. The weather
was a little more lenient; the water
was flat and the boat didn't run into
any "walls". As Katie Parker, the
coxswain, said after the race, "It
was neck and neck the whole way.
Neither crew had any more than a
seat on the other." Unfortunately,
the P&wWt4$iS^yJie_end of tiie
race came j T f c * ^

-iti

' *?•

But there . was still one more
event. The varsity, heavyweight
race began'about even until the
half way mark. Here, URI dropped
off to leave UMass and Trinity
alone to battle it. out, but. neither
boat seemed able to take the lead.
Finally, in the last four hundred
meters, the Bantam crew surged
ahead and won by 4.6 seconds to
complete the fantastic outing.
Coach Norm Graf was pleased
but, as usual, modestly reserved
when asked for comment. "We
beat a strong UMass crew," he said,
"but it's just another feather in our
hat."

,

• • . ' • •

Step by step, Trinity crew is
building a reputation which-will
make it greatly respected and
feared in small college rowing
circles.

• ••

Four members of the eight-woman Variety boat — [1. to r.] Debbie Davis, Lisa Bourget, captain Sue
Proctor and. Khooshe Adib-Samii.
photo courtesy of Debbie Davis
the crew did hammer Mt. Holyoke
College, and took a big power ten
for Libby.
It was a cold and blistery, 20 mph
Northwest windy day. A Northwest
wind means a head wind, and
consequently, the times for
everyone were extremely slow,
some (like Holyoke's) being slower
than others. Still, the race did not

The JV Lights, at one point down a fait boat length, are seen here edging out the Coastie boat which
they eventually beat by .3 of a second.
photo w u r l m y of D e b b l e Dav|s

and crabs were minor details to be
contended with. Trin took control
from the start, increased the lead
and won easily by 39 seconds with a
time of 8:51. Coach Gary Caldwell
said, however, that he thought Mt.
Holyoke had trouble handling the
rough conditions and did not row
to their fullest potential. They
would surely pose a more
formidable threat the next time the
two crews meet — at the Dad Vail
Regatta,"the small college National
Championships.
The JV boat also had a little
trouble handling the rough water
and the stiff headwind. They fell
behind at the start, but were well in
contention until they rounded the
turn. They hit the "wall" - in other
words, the wind r and most forward motion stopped. At that
point, Holyoke ground it out for. an
easy ictory, winning by 51
seconds. All was not lost - every
crew has to row in hideous conditions at least once. It does, after
all, build character. Just wait - the
day of the Dad Vail could look like
a scene from the Wizard of Qz.
The second race of the year,
April 12 against UMass at UMass,
the JV crew rowed extremely well,
only to end up on the short end of a

UMass held off the gallant Bants
with only their bow deck crossing
the finish line ahead of Trinity. It
was an exciting race, and the JVs
should be congratulated for an
excellent row.
Amid congratulations and
compliments, the Varsity Women
graciously "accepted yet another
victory on top of their undefeaW
season last year. The Varsity. l* e
the JV, raced 1100 meters as opposed to the usual 2000 meter race.
The reason behind this is «« l
UMass rows 1500 meters, but the
river was so-flooded that the race
length had to be shortened in order
to keep the time relatively close to
the times of a 1500 meter race. No
matter. The "Sultans of Swing", as
they were dubbed by last years'
Coach,* Andy Anderson, rowed the
race the same way that they have
rowed the others; fast. Fast start,
fast middle and fast finish. Perhaps,
"too fast - the crew has not yet
completely mastered the art °
settling, of going from the start
with a high strokes per minute to
the settle with a lower strokes per
minute. The start was highest, the
settle was high, and the finish was
eonl. on p. 13

